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Introdudion

W:th somewhat dramatic suddenness, the as',smerfl of learniq in
wlkge has emerged as an institutional, state, and national issue. It has
been givcii particular urgency by legislation in several states requiring
eyiderce of student progress and of the standards being mcl on individual
campuses. Many colleges and universities are attempting to define objec-
tives and identify appropriate ways to measure academic growth as well
as attainment. The challenge to educational measurement is clear and
immediate.

Old methodologies, often used by state.; to assess other levels of
education, arc not necessarily adequate to the complex task of assessing
progress in higher education. The kinds of tests used to assess the basic
skills of high school students, for instance, have little relevance to higher
(llucation, where the mastery 'dr basic skills should be a prerequisite rather
than a goal. W. Ann Reynolds warns, in her paper, against precipitous
oven eaction by state education officials. Moreover, as Eleanor M.
McMahon suggests, statewide assessment efforts must be designed to
preserve the autonomy and variety of our institutions of higher educa
lion.

During the next few years, therefore, those in higher education will
find themselves under increasing pressure to develop new forms of
assessment that reflect the advanced learning that takes place on college
campuses. In the process, educators will have to define the goals and
objectives of higher education in_the late 20th century, Many of these
goals will prove intangible and difficult to assess, and definitions may
vary from campus to campus. Thurston E. Manning outlines the complex-
ities of higher education assessment and calls for the development of tools
that will provide a more accurate evaluation of institutional quality.

Some colleges, as indicated in many of the Invitational Conference
papers, have already developed innovative programs that integrate
assessment with education. These vanguard institutions include North-
east Missouri State University, which has made value.added testing an
integral part of its program, and Alvemo College, which has developed
its own unique assessment program for defining and setting student
educational objectives and monitoring their attainment. Ernest T.
Pascarella suggests that the value-added approach can be helpful if it is
applied with rigor.



A myriad of alternatives, many still =define Jain lw ex ,lored,
The directions assessment might take are suggested in papers by EVd
Baker, who recommends that assessment focus on the individual educa-
tional experiences of students, and by Patrick 'E -lerenzini. who proposes
an ingenious system of unobtrusive measures that would take advantage
of existing yardsticks to gauge educational quality.

John W. Chandler suggests that academic departments might want
enlist the aid of unbiased outsiders in assessing student learning.

K. Patricia Cross points out that, for assessment to have maximum impact.
it should focus on the individual classroom,

As new assessment methodologies are developed, they must reflect
any shifts that occur in the cs.ential thrust of higher education, Russell
Edgerton suggests that assessment methods geared to future societal
demands should evolve from a view of higher education based not on a
broad liberal arts curriculum but rather on the devolopment of essential
abilities, attitudes, and social skills, such as communicating effectively,

Collectivdy, the papers presented at this year's Invitational Confer-
ence, in the diversity of their recommendations, suggest that-, despite the
difficulty of devising a meaningful assessment of learning or educational
quality in higher education, leaders in the field are already proposing
imaginative and promising solutions, In the years ahead, rqs intends to
work with concerned educators throughout the country in an effort 10
develop tuols for higher education assessment that will meet the demands
of the 21st century.

Gregory R. Anrig, P ent
Educational Testing ervice
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en of the 1986 rs Award for Distin uished
Tyke to Misurement Citation

Presen_
FREDERIC

Early in his long and distinguished career, just about 50 years ago,
Frederic Kuder (in collaboration with Marion Richardson) derived formu-
las for test reliability in terms of item variances and covariances. This
made it possible to estimate test reliability from item consistencies in a
single test administration. Thus, in addition to alternate-form estimates of
score equivalence and test-rated estimates of stability, test reliability
could now be estimated in terms of internal item consistency without
relying on arbitrar y split-half methods. The resulting formulas, KR-,zo for
dicholomously.scored items and KR-21 for items roughly equal in diffi-
culty, have dominated applied testing practice ever since. One conse-
quence of this seminal contribution is that Dr. Kuder is the unwitting
perpetrator of what has proven to be the most popular indoor sport in
psychometricsnamely, rederiving the famous formula 20 from differ.
ent or weaker assumptions.

Another interest that took root early in Dr. Kuder's career, and with
which he has been occupied ever since, is the measurement of personal
and occupational interests. In developing the Kuder Preference Reo,rd and
Is successor, the Kuder Occupational interest Survey, he introduced a
number of practical and theoretical innovations. These include the use of
staggered pages to iacilitate self.scorable answer sheets and, more funda-
mentally, the scoring of vocationa, interests directly in terms of similarity
to occupational groups rather than indirectly in terms of differences
between occupational groups and a general reference population.
Through this latter insight, Dr. Kuder provided a firm psychometric
foundation for a perennial problem in vocational counselingnot
matching people to jobs in terms of predicted job performance but, rather,
matching people to people in jobs in terms of anticipated job satisfaction.

For his landmark contributions to reliability theory and interest mea-
surement, as well as for his decades of dedicated leadership as editor of
both Educational and Psychological Measurement and Personnel Psychology,
Ell is pleased to present its 1986 Award for Distinguished Service to
Measurement to Frederic Kuder.
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Higher Learning in Arne ca:
Aims and Reali ies

W. ANN REYNOLDS

Chancellor, The CalifL Lia UnivenLily

My undergraduate degree is a B.S. in Education, with majors in Biology
and Chemistry and a minor in Theatre from Kansas Stale Teachers
College, Emporia. The most useful (not the most inspiring nor challenging
nor fun) course I took in college was tests and measurement, and later, in
graduate school at Iowa, the same was true for biostatistics. Then. from
1974 through 1952, I served on the biology group for the Graduate
Record Exam. They are meager but cherished credentials in testing which
have served me well. Could it be that testing has the same aesthetics as
Shaker furniture in that its beauty lies in its simple functionality? Please
know I still yearn nostalgically for ihat isolated period of time I spent at
Princeton each year with 13111 Kastrinos and Gertrude Sanders and col.
leagues in biology, diligently slugging our way l-hrough new and old
questions. I also miss the Canada geese on the lawn and the superb pie.
The only thing I do not miss is the highway between th,-. Newark airport
and Princeton when it iced.

We have entered an era whel many see testing as the answer to every
problemfrom AIDS to drug abuse to poor writing skills. Many of our
state political leaders, and indeed the general public, place complete faith
in testing. As a practicing test maker and teacher, I believe there a7e both
considerable strengths and some limitations to the "quick fix- implied by
testing.

No group is more aware of the liiniis of testing than you who are
professional psychometrists and deal with testing issues on a daily Insis.
While in many ways the testing mania opens opportunities to develop
further our expertise in the subtle, complex tasks of measuring human
skills and knowledge, I urge that we be honest about the constraints on
our abilities. This is especially true in measuring the learning that occurs
in colleges and universities.

Before I pursue this theme further, I want to remind you how accurately
the realities of higher education today match the aims of its early leaders



and sponsor. The nation has just helped to celebrate the 3_ th anniver-
sary of its first university, Harvard. It s founders and thoe of other pioneer
colleges, urged by religious leaders, established colleges in which minis.
leis, teachers, and lawyers could he educated. In the next century this
concern with education for the professions spread to provide an educa-
tion for persons in technical and applied fields. In 1862, the federal
government awarded land grants to states, providing them the funds to
establish universities to teach agricultural and mechanical knowledge.
Since then, states have increasingly used their own resources to provide
education at public expense to their residents.

As the need for better-educated teachers in the early twentieth century
became more apparent, states establif:hed colleges for teachers. The
mission of all of these colleges has now been expanded so that a more
comprehensive curriculum is offered, preparing students in a wider range
of fields, As a result ot this expansion the number ot persons annually
receiving a college education has expanded from the 12 in Harvard's first
graduating class to about i million today in over 2,000 four-year colleges
and universities, Ours is the first nation in the world to aspire to
entitlement to a college degree essentially for all young people who
qualify and desire to pursue the goal.

Recent studies comparing the United States' educational record with
that of other countries have reflected ill on the United States with respect
to the educational excellence of our schools. In contrast, the picture of the
level of participation in higher education is actually quite bright. In
ioso-81 some 32 percent of Americans 25 years and Over had attained at
least some college education. The closest international competitors were
Canada and East Germany with 17 percent, and Japan and Sweden with
15 percent, respectively. By our estimate, today some 23,8 million people
in the United States have a baccalaureate degree.

We have also tried with vigor over the last 25 years to increase the
participation of women and minority students. The number of women
and minorities attending college increased 85 percent between 1970 and
1983. In 1970, 5.5 million women were in college; in 1983 there were
nearly 6,5 million. The number of persons attending part-time increased
88 percent and the number of students 25 years and older increased from
2,4 million to 5.1 million.

Happily for_ all of us in "the life the projected decline in higher
education enrollment during the 198cr simply has not materialized. Ten
years ago, national conferences were devoted to planning for survival
despite steady decreases in college enrollmen:. In the California State
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UniVersity (Cs 1.1 ), with a 2.2 percent enrollment increase Ltd yea
and another 2 pc rcent this year, we are SCia!difilg our heads about how
to get more classrooms. Ckarly we are witnessing an increase ii
college-going rate.

Over Ow last t wo decades, public policy has demanded that, like
ekmeotary and secondary educalion, higher education be made avabble
to persons regardless of their ability to pay. In loo3A4, financial aid to
students in postsecondary education totalled about half a billion dollars,
By 198 i.82, it wils more than $18 billion, about tio percent from federal
funds. The growth of student aid ended in the early io8os, and now we
face growing student indebir dness and an erosion of our ability to
provide educational access to all who qualify.

Having met quantitative goals in providing none access and pa
lion, higher education is now being asked to ,:how dim it has )lso met
qualitative goals. In his impressions of democracy early in American
history, Alexis de Thquevilk. asked if the leveling tendencies of broad
participation in such social institutions as education and public life might
not threaten their quality. Let us examine the relation u quantity and
quality.

First, higher education has always been, in the eyes of many, the
province of the elite-- principally those who by the gift of social and
economic status were aware of its value and could afford to pay for
itand of the intellectually elite those who by virtue of native
intelligence and a traditional educational experience could demonstrate
eligibility for it. As opportunity is extended to large numbers of our
population, many now say it cannot really be higher education, Too many
seem convinced that improved access can only mean lower standards for
higher education.

Second, the public and its political leaders are deeply concerned about
our nation's economy and our increasing loss in competitive advantage.
Many reports, making invidious comparisons between the educational
performance of students and the vigor of the economy in the U.S. aA, for
instance, Japan, point to an inferior American educational system as the
cause. And in an attempt to reverse this economic down spiral, the public
appears once again to be willing to invest more _heavily in higher
education, But they count on that investment to yield a quickly visible
economic return and regaining of total dominaoce in world tradea
heavy responsibility for higher education alone to achieve!

Third, the increasing use of accountability measures in kindergarten
hrough twelfth grade has led the public and policy makers to think that



Me of sild) illedskifes to college
might serve a useful purpose, I he public indeed seems to fear titit
"rising tide of mediocrity" that was said to threaten the public !.'ellools
may also be lappMg dl the shores of mg Universit y campuses.

Let's take a moment to consider the concerns about acconntahilit y from
the perspective of the persons most directly involved, You might call this
the view from the lifeboat.

literal!! KM as in real estate where 11w three iot important consid-
erations re location, location, location, the three most important issues
for faculty, justifiably so, are salary, salary, salary. Running a close and
urgent second is the issue of faculty development. Faculty need more time
for scholarly pursuits, for travel (an ever-popular challenge to defend), for
course planning and the honing of teaching and research skills,

Most faculty are truly eager to find ways to facilitate more learning in
their classrooms. At the same time, they are mindful of academic freedom
and their historical academic role in determining curricula and course
content. Sometimes it is the little things. When I taught full-time, I
was severely Ined by the brimming chalk IT ay cum' 04.08 pit.(-4,s of
chalk the size of a trantistor. I still have my own oersonal box of colored
chalk sequestered in my desk drawer as a lalkman. And then there's
parking.

Shidettl$ udents rightfully expect access to courses needed for a
mes,ers Or quarters that fit their plans. Our campuses aredegree in tlw se

too profligate wr, student time as we line them up at bookstores, to see
counselors, for degree checks. Their personal indebtedness has grown
alarmingly. Nationwide, student borrowing increased from $2.3 billion in
1977-78 to an estimated $10,5 billion in 198540. It is not unusual for a

CSU student to graduate with a $10,000 debt. (According to a recent
survey of financial aid offices, the average indebtedness for students
enrolled at a four.year public institution at the end of four years is $O,O85.
And at private institutions, the figure is $8,9so. This rising indebtedness
may also have channeled more college students into business or engineer.
ing careers than perhaps truly want to be there, In the csu, for example,
16,500 undergraduate degrees (or 37 percent of the bachelor's degrees
awarded) were conferred upon students who majored in these two
popular areas. And then there's parking

Trust ea Trustees feel inundated with information in contrast to the
concern they might miss something that's going on for which they are



respons (At this very rnoment in the (su with I ()moo 1.IULIII y, 13 ci001,1
stinknis and o,ocs1 support staff, I can assure you that somewhere
somebody is doing something that is illegal, injudicious, harmful to
well,being, or even all three of the above at once.) The vast maiorit y
trustees yearn lovingly over the institutions they oversee. They come to
agonize over the balances achieved between building and renovation
needs, the salary benefit package for employees and liability ,nsurance.
Caring about ail institution as they do, it k hard for them to see how
fiduciary and policy responsibilities are translated into real growth in
institutional quality plus student achievement,

Legislatures awl Governor,: in recent years education has been "in,"
but in o complicated, patchwork way, Nearly a hundred major studies (it
is now "in" for educators to paper their guest powder rooms in draft
copies of "A Nation at Risk" or "Who Will Mach Our Children?" rather
than with winc kottle labels) have evolved, targeting one or more parts
of the educational enterprise for reform. There is more coherence in their
ontogeny than their output. Nearly every study starts with an organiza .
tion that provides the topic or focus and finds fiscal support, usually fEulli
a private foundation or from federal or state government. A commission
is appointed, chaired by the most famous person who will agree to take
the job, and serving on it are a governor, a state or federal legislator, a
college president, a dean, a faculty member, an emeritus distinguished
educator, and then, always, Al Shanker, (I've now served on three national
commissions with Al Shanker, attended most of the sessions, the reports
are completed, and I've yet to meet him!) The target of all these studies
has been policy makers, and usually those who control educational
support dollars, hence mostly state legislators and governor..

The net effect has been spotty. Some 30 states now have implemented
a stronger high school curriculum either_as a graduation requirement or as
a prerequisitC kr college, but much of this process antedates the reports.
SAT and AC1' scores have reversed their downward slide, banked, and show
signs of slowly starting to climb again.

The urge to form a commission has found fertile ground in the subject
of credentialing of teachers. We've just had a good example of the good
and bad effects such a commission can have in California,

With half a million dollars from a private foundation, sponsorship by
the chairs of two legislative committees on education and State Superin-
tendent Bill Honig, as well as the blessing of other higher education
leaders, a California Commission on the Teaching Profession was formed

1 4



old one ears ago. he Lor lission Iahiretl rmg and hard
with ex - lent tilI sup1irt from Stanford TJitiv&rsUv st December
they produced o report roposing sweeping reforms improve the
teaching profession, The 27 recommyndvd reforms had a price log of
sOnle $1.7 billion, Me report WaS lauded by organizations representing
teachers, administrators, school board members, and legislators,

Then, the legislative session in January began with two maior
bills introduced to implement many of the 27 recommendations, These
included reducing class size, lengthening the time to tenure for teadiers,
requiring publication of indices of conditions of teoching and leornMg
in each school in the state, and a teacher credentialing process that
introduced testing for beginning teachers and a critically important
residency year.

Both bills began to undergo extensive hearings and amendments.
Lobbyists hovered aS in the landing pattern at La Guardia on a Friday
evening, I'll bet you can guess what was the only pithy item left in that
bill. You're righttesting for beginning teachers and they were to pay
for it.

All the other far-reaching provisions tor improving the teaching
profession and making schools more accountable finally sifted down to
establishing more hurdles for the yet unbornprospective teachers.
They were the only ones without an organization formed to oppose the
reform bill, All the effort to think comprehensively about the problems of
the teaching profession was lost in a last minute di ive to get something
passed that looked like educational reform,

A reform package of $1.7 billion had become a zero cost item basi-
cally because the state had no money left for major reform. Genuine
reform and sound recommendations were sacrificed to reality. The only
voices in opposition to this focus on prospective teachers as a substitute
for comprehensive reform of a vast network of professionals in complex
environments with a clear need for additional state funding were those
from higher education.

Interestingly, the good common sense of legislators ultimately pre-
vailed. They saw that what had begun with the very best of intentions and
the highest of motives had been reduced to a quick-fix solution that didn't
gore anyone's ox except fledgling teachers in a state that needs go,000
of them in the next decade.

We now face the same challenge during this next legislative session. I
am heartened that there is evidence of committment to comprehensive
reformat least before the session lAgins. I offer you the same opportu-



nay as thi he nidienct M16i, toipi Orood as (hero still
is SliSpentiC .1S to the ending.

I do not wish to leave you with tlw impression that csu is opposed to
the assessment of teachers. Our plea is simply that universities be held

risible for assessing the competence of their students in the subjects
they are to teach. We support a multifaceted assessment of teachers once
they have enjoyed a solid residency and had the opportunity to develop
their skills in teaching the subject at the grade-levels chosenan
approach consistent with proposals from the recent Carnegie Commis-
sion report.

I realize that our position flies in the face of the decision in many states
based on the honest belief that a teacher test will create better teachers.
My point is that a test alone cannot achieve this goal. In reform we need
to be honest about all parts of the classroom-teacher milieu and work to
strengthen each part. Class size, adequate nutrition for pupils, parental
involvement, good texts and teaching materials are all a part of the
picture. The teacher-in-preparation needs to develop interpersonal and
presentational skills; the teacher must love working with young people,
and needs training in psychology, behavior, that aforementioned course
in tests and measurement, as well as good mastery of the subject to be
taught. I am afraid we are now concentrating on testing only subject
mastery as a panacea for all that concerns us in the classroom.

I share my worries on the teacher testing issue with you because I
believe that you ean and will provide good future solutions in this and
other arenas where testing is looked to as a salvation. Lel me broaden the
glow from the crystal ball I see in three major areas of impact for education
in the near future.

1. In my humble view, the issue of using testing actually to assist
learning is the "hottest" and most important concept out there in higher
education todaythe buzz words are "value-added;- "assessing out-
comes:' You in this audience now have the capability to devise and to
assist faculty in developing the appropriate instruments for this endeavor.
Faculty, students, administrators are coming enthusiastically together in
the pursuit of improving both teaching and learning. We're a little
abashed in California for being slow to follow the prophet-in-our-midst,
Sandy Astin, and get going. It's embarrassing but good for California to
be out-trended by Tennessee, Missouri, New Jersey, Florida, and more.
On October 15, we held a systemwide conference to kick-off our plan-
ning for systemwide efforts in student outcomes assessment.

7



We ave, however, had for niarly y6IF5 .1 large assessment-based
program that has been successful. Students pursuing a degrev in the
Nursing Program of Ow Consortium of the California State University
have the option of earning academic credit through non-traditional
course work, through assessment or a combination of both. Students
selecting the assessment option may utilize a variety of standardized
examinations, including (UP, DANUS, and ACT's roe examinatis. They
may also utilize standardized exams developed by the University of the
State of New York Regents External Degree in Nursing. In addition to
taking written tests, nursing students may also take clinical performance
tests involving either a role-playing client or a video format. While it is
possible to complete the entire nursing curriculum by assessment, most
students combine the instruction and assessment options to complete
their degree requirements.

2. My colleagues and I look to you imploringly help on the issue
of cultural bias in testing. While I commend those of you who hive and
are working to eliminate the more obvious instances of culLur. bias i
standardized tests, I have the feeling that we have just scratched the
surface in understanding the broader implications of cultural differences.
It is incumbent on all of us engaged in disciplines that may lend further
insights into the ramifications of cultural differences to assign high
priority to developing a better grasp of these cultural dimensions.
Although we have yet to discover the reasons. I am deeply concerned that
the high failure rates of I lispanics and Blacks on tests in those 38 stales
that now test teachers threaten to diminish minority representation in the
teacher force. Actually, we desperately need the opposite trend to
provide good role models for our viinority young people.

It is an interesting and challenging problem, and only you can solve it.
I was fascinated to read recently in Science that the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (kimei)it and I are about the same ageis now
undergoing restandardization. "Normal" in that test was derived from a
small sample of White, rural depression-era Minnesotans. (Does that
make anyone abnormal who's not a fan of Prairie Home Companion and
Garrison Keillorl)

It is a tribute, however, to the skill of McKinley and Hathaway, the
fathers of the test, that it has been so enduring and so useful on a
worldwide basis. The MMPI attests to the constancy of human personality
and similar kinds of psychopathology, cutting across cultural lines.

Various indices such as the National Assessment of Educational Pro-



g-ess love prottJc&I generally accurate portr.iy.ik A levels of chivvy
meat hi our public schools. One iispt'ct of such test results disturbs me
deeply and that is the consistently poorer performarice of fe.aales in
mathematics as compared to that of their male counterparts. The, differ-
ence is far too great and has severe egalive consequerwes for women,
who now make up over one-half of students in higher educ. !ion.
Until this situation is remedied, women will not be represrvited as they
should in the sciences. medicine, engineering, and even business. liZu
have brought the problem to our attention; now we must collectitrely
address it.

3. In my years as a bench scientist, the part I enjoyed most was
"coming I o grips with the data:' Ail of you in this room have shared this
experience. You sit with printouts and data books and reference charts and
reprints, and if you're lucky, figure out what the results really mean. For
me, that used to mean calculating how much calcitonin a fetal monkey
released in response to a calcium stimulus. Now it means studying
college.going rates and predicting baccalaureate productivity.

As a recent example, in the past we have always listed ethnic compo
tion of our student body on a percentage basis. On that basis, I3lacks
dropped from 7.4 percent of CSU freshmen in lot31 to 6.7 percent in
1985-7--a dismal showing. However, in reality, in that same period of
time, if counted in absolute numbers, the Black high school age population
d?creased ; percent and Black CSU freshmen increased by i percentan
actual increase if you will in Black participation rates with the CSU. In
California, the cohort of 18-year- id Asian Americans and Hispanics is
growing, while White and Black populations drop. Thus, percentages
mean little by themselves unless compared to absolute numbers.

Minority Enrollment Trends: California 198145

Asian Americans
Blacks
Hispanics
Wh;tes
TOTAL

HSAge tpstkm HS Gradua e,
lo% uP 47%

down 5% down 8%
up 1% up 8%
down 13% down 19%
down 7% down 7%

CR) Freshmen
up 83%
tIp i%
up 31%
up 9%
up 2%

urge you to use all of the considerable creative and analytic abilities
you possess to come to grips with your data. I am convinced you can
provide fresh insights, valid projections, early trends and even wamings
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that witl benefit a 14 This p rn
a caption at Ow Yakima Nation Museum concerninp hi tie:

1

"Tile Crone !Jtands mini hil-1,t,l when he strikes he alw,lyti conies
100141 fish in his bill. The lesson is patience should be followed

by decisive action."

We need to study Gur data with potion- , and care hut then act strongly
on where they lead us.

Father Guido Sarducci on "Sat urd, y Night Live- recently
described the "five-minute university," He points out ',hat a few
years after college, the graduate can tell all he or she renwinbers ol
classroom learning in five minutes, There is the five-second Econom-
ics tot which is "supply and demane Or how about the one-minute
law degree based on "possession is ninetenths of the law.

Please don't let us linger in the public's mind as the "five-minute
university!' In reality, we're depending on you to help us validate all that
were about, which is that much learning truly has occurred on our
campuses.

-10



The Why, What, and
Who of Assessment:

The College Perspective

)01IN W. C11ANDLIR

Pr'sit1riiL i15L7L1IILt)?I of Ann' n Colleges

The subject oF assessment came to the lore in American higher Mora-
tion just two years ago when three major national reports on the quality
of undergraduate education, appearing in quick succession, made it a
major theme. The initial reaction of many presidents, deans, and profes-
sors was to dismiss assessnivnt as the lalest educational buzz word. with
the expectation that it would go away quickly. When it became dear that
assessment was not a passing fad, many persons in higher education tried
to come to terms with it by claiming, perhaps somewhat defensively, that
assessment was already a major part of what they did, and they wondered
aloud what the fuss was all about. They pointed to their evaluation of
student performance through tests, examinations, laboratory exercises,
classroom discussions, and paper assignments. Faculty members cited the
evaluations of their own performance by their departments, their stu-
dents, and by faculty committees on appointments and promotions. This
defensive reaction is still commonplace, but it is giving way gradually to
a fuller understanding of assessment as it is practiced in industrial and
military settings and in a fev- educational institutions where it receives
special emphasis. This grow;ng understanding of assessment is stimulat-
ing widespread interest in i s potential for producing better students,
better teachers, better courses, and better programs. The question is no
longer whether, but how.

Much of the initial negative reaction to assessment was caused by the
hoopla that surrounded its emergence as a majOr item on the agenda for
the reform of undergraduate education. Many faculty members initially
saw assessment as a threat because they were made to feel that it
contained sacramental mysteries to which they were not privy and also
because they saw assessment as a new set of demands being imposed
upon them from without from governors, legislatures, accrediting
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assocsattons, and from the adminktrations at their own instil LAI ions. They
w it as a threat to their freedom to run the r courses as they saw fit and

with no outside interference.
American higher education is distinctive and even unique in llw degree

of autonomy enjoyed by individual institutions. They make their own
decisions about who is admitted, who teaches, how much faculty mern-
bers are paid, and what students must do to graduate. The faculty, as the
core of the university, cherishes its own special freedom, and the typical
individual faculty member is vigilant against interference from outside the
university as well as from non-academic components within the univer-
sity.

The benign anarchy of the modern American university also has a
student component. Some twenty years ago the curricular pendulum
moved rapidly away from required courses towards greater elective
freedom, thus giving students a larger measure of the kind of self-determi-
nation that their teachers enjoyed.

The major national reports on the improvement of undergraduate
education, and especially the report of the Association of American
CollegeS entitled Integrity in the College Curriculum, charge that curricular
incoherence is the result largely of the radical freedom of faculty members
to teach what they like with little reference to the needs of students. And
it is that alleged incoherence that the national reports are addressing. In
the case of William J. Bennett's report, To Reclaim a legacy, the prescrip-
tion for restoring coherence, at least in the area of the humanities, is a core
curriculum based upon the intellectual tradition of the Western world. The
report by the Association of American Colleges, by contrast, proposes a
scheme of order and purpose that is informed by nine intellectual,
aesthetic, and philosophic experiences that nurture the characteristics of
the liberally educated person. The AAC liSt of essential educational experi-
ences and skills includes such items as inquiry and critical analysis;
literacy, which embraces writing, reading, speaking, and listening; under-
standing numerical data; historical consciousness; scientific understand-
ing; sensitivity to values; and aesthetic awareness.

Whether one Wes the curricular model of Secretary Bennett, the
curricular goals of the AAC report, or some other curricular rationale and
design, assessment refers to the various procedures that are used to
determine the extent to which individual students have met the curri ar
goals, mastered the prescribed subject matter, and acquired the skills and
characteristics that certify them as having the essential marks of an
educated person.

12



/\sscssnient includes iore :lian measuring the student's performance
in reproducing or recognizing discrete it erns of information. Assessment
focuses above all on exercises in which d student makes use of knowledge
in new and imaginative ways to solve problems, raise fresh questions, and
provide new insight, The highest educational achievement is literacy in
the broad and deep sense in which the Integrity report defines it. No
assessment scheme that relics excessively upon multiple-choice and
short-answer tests is likely to lead to growth in students literacy. A
well-designed assessment program charts a student's growth in the grasp
of the information and concepts in particular courses and programs. A
successful assessment program provides feedback to both students and
faculty so that both parties can judge their performance and make the
necessary adjustments in their strategics and tactics as teachers and
learners,

Alverno College is frequently cited as an institut ionand perhaps it
is the only institutionwith a comprehensive assessnwnt program that
embraces all departments and programs and that stretches over the
student's four years. Alverno students must demonstrate eight critical
abilities, as they progress through six levels of performance in each of the
eight abilities. In this educational slalom race, the student must make her
way through more than 100 assessment gates.

Alverno's assessment program contains great merit, and dozens of
institutions have taken valuable lessons from it, Alverno is remarkable in
the degree of faculty collegiality and commitment that lie behind its
assessment program. Still, very few colleges and universities are ready for
a comprehensive program with a uniform methodology that stretches
across all disciplines and programs. What they are much more ready for
is a program that centers in individual academic departments and that
focuses on the learning of students in the major field. Hence, most of the
comments that follow refer to departmental faculties and programs.

The assessment movement holds considerable promise for encourag.
ing faculties to exercise collective responsibility and to approach their
educational tasks with a collegial mind-set. The department can be an
especially effective unit for collective and collegial efforts to improve the
quality of learning. The AAC Integrity report, in one of its strongest
indictments of undergraduate education, charges that departmental major
programs characteristically emphasize the number of courses required for
a major but usually provide little or no rationale for the major and no
compelling statement of the goals of the major. Consequently, the
student is left to choose a specified number of courses from a large list but



is provided wit.1 little or no sense of the goals of the niajor and has little
awareness of the particular knowledge and skilk that one vho majors in
the field will possess. It is the collicline responsibilit y of faculty members
in specific departments to determine the goals of the Major, design the
courses and course sequences that will meet those goals, and devise
exercises that will determine the extent to which major studmts are
meeting the goals.

My sense is that in the past 25 years there has been a substantial decline
in the influence and efficacy of the department as the locus of collabora-
tive faculty work in the design and assessment of courses and programs.
This decline Is partly the result of the growing importance, in many
institutions, of centers, institutes, and interdisciplinary programs. But the
more fundamental change has been in the direction of greater individual
faculty responsibility for designing courses and syllabi, and making and
grading rests and examinations. Again, I have no statistical evidence, but
my impression is that there are fewer team-taught courses now than
formerly. In the natural sciences it is not uncommon to find a pyramidal
structuring of the curriculum, with a logical progression from simple to
more complex subject matter, 13ut in the social sciences and humanities
there has been a demise of introductory courses that serve as the
prerequisites to advanced courwti and which involve the collaboration of
teams of faculty. Perhaps a single introductory coarse does not make
sense in some disciplines and in some instituticns, But I believe that
departmental faculties should carefully discuss and examine that issue,
along with the larger issue of the overall rationale for the list of courses
offered and the relationships among those courses.

It is important to emphasize that assessment is not to be equated with
testing and examinations. Tests and examinations are, however, impor-
tant components of an assessment system, In the past quarter century
there has been a substantial decline in the number of final examinations in
courses, and comprehensive examinations are about as rare as the Califor-
nia condor, A well7constructed mid-term examination or final examina-
tion can be a valuable educational tool. It can provide essential feedback
to both instructors and students. The review for such examinations can
enable students to gain a comprehensive understanding of a course or a
subject field and help them see rdationships among the various elements
of courses. As I recall my own teaching career, I believe that some of the
most valuable investments of my time came when my colleagues and I
spent long hours designing questions and exercises for final examinations
in the introductory course and for the comprehensive departmental
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examination, back before 111A exaltlina I ion wa abandoned. Working
together on those examinations compelled us to review the purposes arid

.rrsider the rationale of the verallo
goals of particular courses I o co
structure of the departmental curriculum. Furthermore. those conversa-
tions were extremely valuable for young MCmbers of the department who
were still making the transition from graduate student to full-time teacher,

One of the criticisms of American higher education is that the respon-
sibility for instruction and for assessing student performance is vested in
the same person, an arrangement that is contrary to practices in almost
every other country. This practice confers enormous freedom and author-
ity upon the American college professor. The model that prevails almost
everywhere else in the world certifies the st udent on the basis of perfor-
mance on examinations that are designed and graded by agencies and
individuals who have had nothing to do with instructing the students. In
recent years we have begun to see some modest movement in that
direction in the Americaii higher education scene, in a growing number of
states, led by Florida and Tennessee, standardized tests are being used to
determine not only which students are admitted to college but also which
ones are admitted to advanced status and which Ones are certified for
graduation. The use of standardized tests holds great promise for elevat-
ing minimum standards of student performance. But if standardized tests
assume too prominent a role in an institution, they can have a stultifying
effect on teaching and learning. Such tests are not well suited for permit-
ting a student to demonstrate his or her capacity for aesthetic judgment,
critical thinking, moral sensibility, and other more subtle and elusive
qualities of mind and character. Standardized tests do not permit students
to demonstrate that they are literate in a meaningful sense. The best way
to assess a student's learning and development, especially in the more
advanced levels of the undergraduate experience, is through well-
designed essay examinations, papers that are discussed before and alter
they are written, and well-run classroom discussions.

If assessment is to result in significant and lasting improvement in
student achievement, assessment programs must remain under the con-
trol of faculties and not be imposed by legislatures and other external
authorities. But to be credible and effective in the exercise of r
responsibility for assessment, it is imperative that faculty members sur-
render some of their individual autonomy and work collaboratively. A
modest step in that direction would be for faculty colleagues, both within
and outside the same department,_to work together in designing and
grading one another's exams and in conducting oral examinations.
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Another step could involvc the usc of examiners from outside the
institution, Swarthmore College has used outside examiners in its honors
programs since 1922, and the commitment there remains very strong.
Wesleyan University uses outside examiners in its College of Letters and
College of Social Sciences programs. The use of outside examiners is a
long and strong tradition among the British universities.

In an attempt to promote more extensive experimentation with out-
side examiners, the AssociaHon of American Colleges is in the beginning
stages of a program that is funded by a FINE grant, The AAC program will
involve 18 colleges and universities grouped into slx clusters of three
each, each cluster will contain three institutions of comparable size and
character located in the same geographical region. Those three institu-
tions will swap faculty examiners who will attempt to assess the level and
quality of preparation of seniors in the major field. The experimental
program will involve three disciplines in each institution. The senior
majors will be examined by a team made up of faculty members from the
other two institutions in the partnership. The form of the examinations,
which will include both witten and oral components, will be determined
by the examining teams in consultation with the departmental faculty
members at the institutions in which the students are being examined. The
use of the examination results will be determined by the home institution.
The examination grade may appear as a separate item on the transcript.
It may be used as a component in 3n honors grade or in a senior capstone
course, if there is one, That question will be answered by each institution
in its own way. What I- wish to emphasize is that within the general
structure of the program there is facuity control over the process and the
substance of the exams. Our hope is that at the end of the three-year
program, the participating institutions will have found enough value in
the experiment to continue the program at their own expense, which
should be relatively modest. We hope also, of course, that the success of
the experiment will lead other institutions to adopt the same model. We
believe that it holds great promise for improving the quality of learning,
especially in the major.

While I have emphasized that departments should become more vital
centers of collective responsibility for the quality of what is taught and
learned, the collegial approach to these matters should also take forms
that transcend departmental boundaries. I am encouraged by the increas-
ing number of faculty workshops on specific educational questions. The
improvement of student writing has become a goal for many institutions.
and faculty workshops on writing have enlarged the capacity of faculty
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members in all diwiplinary fields Lu k ch tucJcrik to write bet ter,
Faculty works tops and conferences that deal with teaching liav,2. also

become more commonplace in recent years, and with good results. Few
institutions have the resources to (2.5lablish anything comparable to
Harvard's Danforth Center, which provides an array of aids and services
to faculty members who wish to become better teachers. But every
college and university can call upon the experience and insight of its best
teachers, almost all of whom are eager to tutor their younger and less
skilled colleagues in designing and running courses and in developing
methods for letting students use and demonstrate what they have learned,
Presidents and deans demonstrate their commitment to teaching work-
shops by providing the resources and recognition that will encourage
widespread participation.

What is encouraging about the assessment movement is that it is
leading to promising developments in many different kinds of institu-
tions. Alverno College, as I have previously noted, provides an exem-
plary model for assessing the growth of students in eight critical abilities
over a period of time. Northeast Mbsouri State University, hos, for the
past dozen years, provided an instructive model of the "value added-
approach to assessing higher education with the use of pre- and post-
tests, The COME group of institutions, consisting of some of the nation's
most prestigious research universities and liberal ark colleges, arc giving
careful and collective r insideration to assessment. President Bok of
Harvard has provided leadership among the corns group, and in his most
recent annual report focuses in an exceptionally thoughtful way on the
subject of assessment. He also addresses the assessment issue in his new
book, The Higher Learning. Professor Richard Light of the Harvard faculty
is conducting a seminar for members of the Harrard faculty and faculty
members from other universities that is focusing on assessment in the
context of relevant educational research findings. This is a badly needed
emphasis, which points to the fact that very few college and university
faculty members consult the relevant findings of learning theory and
pedagogical research in designing and teaching their courses,

In summary, I wish to emphasize these points:

1. Assessment is not an end in itself but is, rather, a means to p oving
programs and achievement in learning.

a. A well-designed assessment program focuses upon the soundness and
success of programs and courses fully as much as it emphasizes the
progress of individual students. A successful assessment program
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provides variet y of kinds of fedback to student- focult y mem
and academic officers,

3. Assessment programs should be localized. That Is, they shouuli

geared to the goals of the poilicular institution, proglain, depodn
or course.

4. To be MU:Ceti--
faculty members, w rkin
resources (national stand
relevant and useful.

7c1 ond r n by

ivel use of outside
aminers) that are

5. While assessment usually involves testi' is riot to I c equated with
testing, Assessment of an individual student's learning goes beyond
passive recall or recognition of particular items of information: it
enables the student to use and apply knowledge in a range of exercises
designed to demonstrate intellectual growth and versatility.

O. While minimum-competency testing may help to elevate threshold
standards, the widespread use of standardized tests, especially when
mandated by external authority, is a risky and unpromising means of
improving the quality of programs and the overall educational
achievement of students. Externally imposed assessment implicitly
denigrates the role and authority of teachers; it can encourage them to
design programs and courses to meet the norms of general tests rather
than the higher learning they believe is most important. Over time,
those trends would lead to institutional SaMeneSS and blandness.

The greatness of American higher education is its diversity, inge-
niously developed by enterprising and imaginative professors, presi-
dents, and deans to educate an enormous range of types of students and
meet many different public needs. Constraining the freedom of faculty
members and academic administrators to design programs that best meet
the needs of thcir particular students would be a backward step for
American higher education.

We are in the early stages of the assessment movement. It has some
pitfalls, but the promise far outweighs the perils.
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the Why, What, and
Who of Assessment:

The State Perspective

U:uuo M. MCMAHON
-0/Mtli5siorwr of /fisher I.durution

As Gregory Anrig noted in his invitation to this conference,
assessment of learning in college has emerged as an institutional, state,
and national issue, It has been given particular urgency by legislatures in
several states requiring evidence of student progress and of the standards
being met on individual campuses." There thus seems to be abroad in the
land significant support for Chaucer's maX11/1, -For that he naught assal-
rib, naught achieveth'' I will seek therefore, to address three questions,
What has been the traditional role ot the state in assessment in higher
education./ What appears to be the emerging role of the state? And what
ought that role to be? Or, in Chaucer's terms and suggestive of the
conclusion I will reach. "How ought the stale to assaieth what it hopes its
institutions of higher education will achieveth!'

The Traditional Role of Ihe Stale As pointed out in the working docu-
ment prepared for the Lcs Commission on Effective State Action to
Improve Undergraduate Education Agenda and Working Outline, 1986,
of which I was a member, while the condition of undergraduate education
is the subject of national concern, this concern is not without precedent.
Undergraduate education was first subjected to national reexamination
before the Civil War. The spotlight turned again toward higher education
after World War H with the reports of the Truman Commission, the
Carnegie Commission, and the Acs National Commission on Higher
Education, all of which called for reforms in undergraduate education.
However, it is important to note that these earlier report% mindful of the
strong American tradition of autonomy, were addressed primarily to
institutions of higher education. They were not for the most part
addressed to the states, to legislatures, or to state-level governing or
coordinating boardsof which, indeed, there were few in what many
would now undoubtedly view as "the good old days:'
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r Emerging Role of Me !;iate, Following an avalanche int se early 'tios
of national reports on deownidt y-wcondary educatinn, higher education
moved into the limdight with a series of reports dealing, again and in
pmticular, with undergraduate education, Central among these have been
the NIP report "Involvement in Li arning: Realizing the Potential of
American Fliglwr Education: the AAC report -Integrity in the College
Curriculum: A Report to the Academic Community," the urn report "Th
Reclaim a Legacy," and the rcs report "Thmsforming the Stale Role in
Undergraduate Education:" An unchanging part of the national wpmt
landscape is the fact that there was not before the Civil War and is not
now a consensus on what improvements should be made. However, there
is consensus on the importance of educational excellence at all levels for
the cultural and social well being of all citizens, A latter day addition is the
relationship seen between economic development and educational excel-
lence, In fact, economic development is to education in the '8os what
Sputnik was to education in the '5os,

While most of the reports that are stimulating current activity are
national in their source (e.?; . the National Institu(e of Education, the
Association of American Colleges, the National Endowment for the
Humanities), it is clear that at least one of the leading actors has
changedthe tall to action is increasingly directed toward the states. It
is argued forcefully that this direction is appropriate as policy leadership,
at least in terms of funding, shifts from the federal government to the
states in a number of areas including education.

Peter Ewell in his paper on "Levers for Change: The Role of State
Government in Improving the Quality of Postsecondary Education"
(1985), raises the question of why state government should get involved.
His response is that calls for slate involvement rest on two arguments: the
considerable investment that most states make in their systems of higher
education and the demonstrable connection between the effectiveness of
such systems and the fulfillment of other state objectives such as eco-
nomic development.

A 1985 College Board Study (Goerty and Johnson) showed that indeed
the states are involved in what are perceived as qualitative initiatives: at
that point in time 24 states Liad set minimum admission requirements for
freshmen at all of their public institutions and a number of other states
were in the process of considering such actions.

Next in the order of magnitude, clearly expanding, and closer to the
quantitative mode traditionally associated with assessment, have been
state-mandated achievement tests. By way of illustration, at the entry
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level the New Jersey ISoard of Higher Uduc'ition has develoj Colk.ge
Basic Skills Placement Test Program that covers reading, writing and
mathematics and is administered to all students entering New Jersey
public colleges and universitie!, as well as 11 private institutions in the
state. At the lower division matriculation level is Florida's College Level
Academic Skills Test (ci.Asr), which requires that all students in public
institutions attain a specified score as a condition for either recei,A of an
associate degree or enrollment in upper-division courses. The test is also
required of any student in a private institution who receives state financial
aid. In addition to the state-levd minimum competency examination,
Florida has established specific curricula standards that require all students
to complete 12 semester hours of English, including tvoo words in
writing in each course and six semester hours of mathematics. The state
of Georgia also requires a state-wide "rising junior exam" and similar tests
to determine readiness for upper division work are under consideration in
a number of other states. Finally, some states have required examinations
for particular fields of study, most notably teacher education. Mississippi,
for example. has set a minimum score requirement on the Acr/come
for those interested in entering teacher education, and a number of states
have analogous standards for the SKr, As far a., graduation tests are
concerned, few states have taken action in this area, a notable exception
being Georgia, which for some 13 years has required students to pass a
Regents' Exam in order to receive a degree.

Other state-level initiatives are in process. The Maryland State Board
of Education conducts a comprehensive student follow-up study, and a
number of states, including Rhode Island, have mandated a strengthened
program review process at the institutional level. Some states have also
revised their funding formulas to reward colleges that demonstrate gains
in student learning. Illustrative of this latter approach is Tennessee's
Performance Funding Program. Finally, a number of states such aS Vir-
ginia and Connecticut have established competitive grant programs
aimed at improving instruction.

In a recent Ecs survey of state initiatives designed to improve the
quality of undergraduate education, Kozloff (1980 found that states had
either taken or were contemplating action in 12 basic areas. The seven
most prevalent categories of activity, each engaged in by at least 10
states, were improved articulation between the elementary-secondary
and postsecondary levels, the establishment of policies to govern cyclical
program reviews, incentive funding, revision of teacher education curric-
ula, increased admission standards, assessment of student
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ricst typically in relationship to bard( nd tie nert nd

strengthening of tlw geiwral education core.
A wview of selected stale plans makes it dear that while virtually every

state is involved in some type of "quality improvement" activity, the
nature of slate involvement varies greatly, ranging from rather low.key
decentralized programs that rely largely on incentives 'o stimulate insti-
tutional action to comprelwnsive and highly prescriptive regulatory
programs, with all kinds of intermediak. variations_ 'his leads quite
naturally to the question of the appropriate role for the slate,

What Should flu, Role Of the Stale Bel It is the position of Ewell in the
paper cited above that, in pursuit of quality, the role of the state must be
as strong a one as it has been in elementary-secondary education. But
Ewell then goes on to make an important distinction. He notes that higher
education i5 different both in terms of the problems it faces and its
governance structure. Ewell sees no lack of basic talent in college class-
rooms, nor does he see colleges and universities dealing for the most part,
despite some problems of a:mediation, with highly deficient student
populations. While data from statewide basic skills tests would suggest
that Ewell is overly complacent about the skills or college students, his
second point is more persuasive. He argues that, historically, colleges and
universities have been decentralized and largely self-governing enter-
prises founded on principles of individual faculty authority and academic
freedom. Thus, he maintains, colleges and universities have considerable
capacity for self-improvement and indeed that if such an improvement is
to last, it must come from within. This he sees as presenting a paradox to
external authority and, in particular, to the question of the state's role in
assessment. More specifically he says:

On the one hand, if higher education is left entirely to itself, it is
likely to neglect socially important tasks. On the other hand, if state
regulatory authority is applied directly, the very mechanism (or
effectively achieving these socially important tasks may be threat-
ened

Ewell concludes, and I would agree, that unlike the situation in elementary
and secondary education, the state role in improving the quality of higher
education, while significant and essential, must at the same time and for
the most part be relatively indirect and circumscribed. The key is "to
develop policy mechanisms which trigger institution-level efforts
towards self-improvemenC
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One )tabl ption to the indirect approach recommended byEwdl is at the sys em level, where the objectives for higher education
must be broader than the sum total of individual institutional objectives.
The system must be concerned, for example, with questions of access at
all levels, with the availability of different types of institutions, with Ele
efficiency of programmatic distribution, with transferability, and with
applied research,_ which serves statewide economic development needs
and which is likely to go beyond the capacity of any single institution.
Thus, Ewell would see the state as having the primary responsibilit y for
defining the specific terms of systemic effectiveness. For Ewell such a
perspective is important to ensure that the drive to quality does not
induce institutions automatically to become more like one another and
thereby fail to serve the differentiated objectives that must exist at the
state level.

well's approach is reinforced and extended by Harvard's president,
Derek Bolt, In an address given at the centennial celebration of the New
England Regional Accreditation Association, Bok (i965) pointed out that
one of the distingnishing features of American higher education is its
remarkable freedom from government control, Typical characteristics,
which, as Bok notes, are familiar to the point of seeming too obvious to
mention, are the appointment of new professors without government
revieweven in public institutions, selection of students, determination
of curricula, and considerable discretion if not complete freedom in the
allocation of funds. This tradition of freedom and autonomy is very
different from the pattern of continental Western Europe where, for
example, admission is usually guaranteed on passing of a state, as
distinguished from an institutional, examination, where, while institutions
recommend faculty appointments, the state ultimately determines who
will fill academic posts, where there is little discretion in the allocation of
funds, and where, in general, only in matters of curriculum and course
content do institutions have freedom analogous to that of institutions in
the United States. It is Bok's conclusion that our decentralized and largely
competitive system makes our universities more venturesome, more
variegated, and more adaptable to changing needs, all characteristics
extremely important in a period in which the United States is concerned
about its international competitive position.

While Bok concludes that competition has served well the qualitative
interests of society in higher education, he is not complacent. He sees
competition resulting in quality in a number of areas, such as sports, where
effectiveness can be measured, but he does not see the same process at
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w rk in determining the quality of academic programs Neither d0
sure as consistently effective. One of the most interesting

valuable insights in the analysis to which these observations lead him
comes from his examination of the impact of the Hexner report. That
report issued in low resulted in a major reform in medical education,
However, there were significant portions of the report that had virtually
no influence, sections concerned with studying the psychological and
social dimensions of illness, for example. The factor which in Bok's view
distinguished the Influential portion of the Hexner report from those
portions which were without influence was that the former conformed to
values widely held within the faculties of the better schools while the
latter did not. Bok thus provides historical evidence in support of
point on faculty involvement and consensus as a necessary condition of
reform.

As far as the effectiveness of external funding in pursuit of quality is
concerned, Bok notes that such funding has served as a catalyst in higher
education, but generally in the area of research. When it moves into the
area of quality of instruction, he is less ophmistic about its impact. This
funding can serve as a stimulus, but once again it is the conclusion of the
twenty-fifth President of Harvard that serious reform will only emerge
-through the combined efforts of a detennined administration and a
willing faculty:'

These analyses of Ewell and Bok suggest a number of principles that
should guide state action. First of all, because of its investment, because
of the existence of state objectives beyond institutional ones, and because
of the responsibility which the state has to be accountable to the public,
there is an important role for the state in quality improvement and in
assessment. However, it is nok a monolithic role. There is as much
variation in higher education between states as there is within states, so
that the notion of a single model of state involvement is simplistic. While
there are broad commonalities, the number and range of institutions, the
pattern of state governance and coordination, the resource investment,
the mechanisms of assessment already in place at the institutional and
state levels, and the desired outcomes vary from state to state. The nature
of state involvement should be driven by these widely variant factors and
therefore there are and must confirm to be a variety of assessment
models. These models must preserve the variety and richness that charac-
terizes different systems (as well as institutions) of higher education, and
they will do so only to the extent that they are custom-tailored h- the
needs of a particular state. The New Jersey assessment model is, for
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eX.1 1 quite different from the Virginia modelind the ratio! I f- r
Isuasive: If the price of quality assessment is homogeni/atio

either the system or instil utional levyl, then it is likely to diminish rallies
than enhance quality.

Secondly, while the slate's involvement in system-level assessment
should be direct and prescriptive, the state's involvement in institutional
assessment should be relatively indirech the state should define the
general categories and, in some instances, the parameters of assessment
and should ensure through an appropriate monitoring process that assess-
ment takes place, but it should leave most, if not all, of the particulars of
assessment to individual institutions. I say "most, if not all," because in
some instances, particularly at the entry level, particularly in relationship
to basic skills, and providing there is allowance in the standards set for
legitimate differences in institutional selectivity, development of state-
level standardized tests may well make sense in terms of both efficiency
and effectiveness. On the other side of the argument is the potential
leveling influence of state-mandated tests, particularly if they 110 bevo id
basic skills, and the strong possibility that such tests will stifle what ni(;lit
be more diverse and more appropriate institutional assessments.

The principle of indirect state involvement suggests a number of
corollaries. The state should use incentive funds as the primary mecha-
nism for encouraging institutional administrators and faculties to develop
effective assessment programs. In developing standards for the dist ribu-
tion of incentive funds, emphasis should be placed, first of all, on faculty
involvement and secondly, in recognition of the diversity and complexity
of the undergraduate experience and the concomitant necessity for
complex assessment strategies, on the use of multiple methods of instilu.
tional assessment. One of the concerns frequently expressed about the
current assessment movement is the tendency to look for a single measure
of quality analogous to a simple-minded reliance on a single SAT score as
a measure of the comparative quality of a state's elementary and sec-
ondary schools, A second concern is that assessment in higher education
will be limited to basic skills. Undoubtedly these are easier to measure
than are higher-order skills and knowledge. But to fail to measure the
latter would he to ignore the central purposes of higher education. Valid
and reliable assessment measures will be as diverse and as wide-ranging
as are the programs and institutions under review. They will recognize
that assessment is more than testing, that it must go beyond the measure-
ment of minimum competencies, and that, while it will certainly rely on
data, it will rely equally on informed professional judgements. Most



inpor1antly, since effective assessment is not an end in it self but rather
means to reform, state incentive programs should encourage institutions
to develop assessment programs that are largely formative and that
dierefore include mechanisms such as faculty development for translating
assessment information into improved practices.

Finally, there is a point made by 130k that is central to the assessment
drive if it is lo result in quality improvement, and that is our limited
technical capacity to recognize quality and to compare the effectiveness
of alternative programs bok sees this as requiring a major research effort
on the part Of our universities directed toward developing better ways of
measuring the Impact of undergraduate education and assessing the
various methods of instruction. In other words, the state of the art is
relatively primitive, and resources from the state as well as the federal
government and private foundations must be invested and the research
capacity of our institutions engaged in developing our presently limited
repertoire of effective methods of college level assessment.

I would add just one footnote to Bok's point and that is that, while the
state of the art is relatively primitive, a lot more quantitative and
qualitative data is avaihble than is used effectively, Thus, while research
is needed, existing data is extensive and to the extent it can be incorpo-
rated in a sound assessment package, it should be used. In many instances,
what is needed is not so much the generation of new data as the extension
and translation of existing data into useful information.

The Role of the State in Tlioo National Reports. The thrust of the ECS report
(1986) to which I have already referred is consistent with the bok and
Ewell positions and with the principles suggested: it explicitly recognizes
the growing evidence of critical connections between the quality of
higher education and regional economic development; it recognizes the
importance of meeting the needs of an increasingly diverse student
population; it emphasizes the assessment of both student and institutional
performance; and most relevant to the topic before us, it sees the state as
having major responsibility for meeting these challenges while simulta-
neously recognizing the primacy of the institutional component.

The rcs report defines eight challenges, which are then translated into
22 recommendations. The organization and statement of these recom-
mendations clearly recognizes both the responsibility of the state to
develop a comprehensive state strategy for educational excellence and
the general principle of subsidiarity. It sees the role of the state as mover
and shaker and the role of the institution as designer and doer. It thus
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suggests that while most of the action to enhan luality must he
conceptualized and carried out at the institutional level, OM` and above
the institutional responsibility is the responsibihty of the state to stimu-
late that action, to ensure that it takes place, and to add to it assessment
directed toward broader state responsibilities across the entire system.
Finally, the ECS report urges states and institutions in evaluating under-
graduate education not to stop at assessment but rather to iecognize that
its purpose is to improve teaching and learning. The report concludes that
the ultimate "test" is the extent to which the results of assessment are
incorporated into an institution's strategy to improve teaching and
learning and a state's strategy to improve its system of higher education.

In the recent report of the nation's governors entitled -Time for
Results: Governors' igz Report on Education" (1986), significant state
action is also called for, but again in terms consistent with the Ewell and
Bok postures, Specifically, governors, state legislatures, state coordinat-
ing boards, and institutional governing bodies are asked to ensure the
existence of a clear definition of the role and mission 01 eadi pnhlie higher
education institution in their states. These same bodies are asked to give
high priority to undergraduate instruction in all of their institutions and
most particularly in universities that normally give high priority to
research and graduate instruction. Further, each college and university is
asked to implement systematic programs that use multiple measures to
assess undergraduate learning, while states are urged to provide incen-

es for the development and institutionalization of such programs.

A Modest Beginning. In Rhode Island we have tried to adhere to the
principles suggested. In the context of a "Master Plan for Quality," the
Board of Governors has developed policy mechanisms that are designed
to stimulate institution-level efforts toward self-improvement. The princi-
ple of subsidiarity has been applied.

More specifically, in consultation with the institutions of higher educa-
tion, two general courses of action are being pursued: all programs are on
a cyclical schedule of either institutional level review or national program
accreditation, and assessments from these reviews will be shared annually
with a subcommittee of the Board of Governors, and a set of "indicators
of quality" has been defined in generic terms. These range from admis-
sions standards and retention and completion rates to value-added mea-
sures and placement data. As a set, they include both qualitative and
quantitative as well as input and output variables. Each institution must
report to the Board every three years on the defined indicators of quality
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Is these indicators fit the artkuiar institution. The report on trends in
admis.iion standards coming from Rhode Island's resear 11 university
viouln thus be quite different in content and focus from an analogous
report from its open access community college. The basic approach is to
use existing data wherever possible but to reorganize that data so that it
becomes a part of a comprehensive assessment package.

As a jtimulus to further Institutional action, the Rhode Island Board of
Governors has proposed to the Governor and the Legislature, in the
context of its FY '88 budget request, financial support for an "Incentive
Fund for Excdlence" which, if approved, would be used to finance
programs designed to improve quality at the undergraduate level.

In Summany, The traditional role of the state in higher education
nt has been minimal. That role is clearly expanding as both the

interest of the state and its investment in higher education expands. The
current patterns of state involvement vary widely from indirect incentive
programs to direct regulatory action, While the state has primary and
direct responsibility for the assessment of the system of higher education,
the task of institutional assessment and resultant reform most be required
but also stimulated and rewarded by the state and designed and carried
out by the faculty and administration of each institution. As a result,
patterns of institutional assessment will vary, as do existing patterns of
state assessment, However, in both instances there should be significant
formative as well as surnmative elements. Finally, the state should also
recognize that an essential resource in improving the quality of assess-
ment is the research capacity of its institutions of higher education and it
should therefore engage in direct funding of research on assessment.

The ultimate principle underlying the assessment drive should be that
whatever the pattem of state assessment, it must preserve and enhance
the richness and variety of American higher education. This suggests that
if the hand of the state is to be iron, the glove must indeed be velvet or,
returning to Chaucer, while the state that naught assaieth, naught
achieveth, the state that assaieth alone or over-assaieth, under-achieveth.
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The Why, What and Who
of Assessment:

The Accrediting
Association Perspective

rrillIRSTON E. MANNING

Direcior, Commission on Insiiintions of
North Cenirai AsNodothlit of Co lh,ges

As a former physickt I have a ctrong longing to lgin with a clear and
confining definition of the term -assessment." But as a present pragma-
tistas well as a linguistic empiricistI cannot hear to constrain a word
that has come to have so many meanings to so many people. The fact is
that this poor word has been pressed into service as a prestigious
substitute for everything from the plain vanilla of "testing," to the
pistachio walnut rum raisin of "a multidimensional process of judging the
individual in action:"

So let us agree that "assessment" will mean any activity, from the
simplest to the most complicated, directed at reaching a judgement. That
won't please the purists among us anymore than it pleases me; but it may
not bc all bad, as an anecdote may illustrate:

I cannot now remember where I saw it, but long ago I read a comment
of Percy William Bridgman, the distinguishedphysicist. Bridgman, who as
a promulgator of operationalism had quite a reputation as a philosopher
of science, was once asked how he defined "the scientific method:'
Undoubtedly annoyed at the neat recipes popular in elementary text-
books, Bridgman replied, "The scientific method is doing your damndest."
Since the corpus of Bridgman's work shows clearly that he paid full
attention to the doctrines of reproducible experiments, theories based on
valid data, and full public disclosure of mistakesall those ingredients of
the textbook definitions of "scientific method"the remark may be as
puzzling as it is memorable. But I think it illustrates a distinction helpful
in discussing assessment: the distinction between doing and validating. A
Bridgman doesn't have a set of rigid guidelines to tell him in advance how



10 do an expert n the doing he "does hk damndest"
is concerned whet er what he has done meets necessary criteria.
Bridgman Was saying that "the sdentific method" despite its na
not a method we ust to do scientific work; it is a way of tc hog wIwther
what we have done k scientific work. Not many textbooks make that
dim Inc' ion, and many an eager student, searching for rules to guide his or
her work, has been misled,

So with assessment! the question burning in our colleges is "How to do
it?" Our temptation is to provide a list of rules and an "assessnwnt
method:' Alas, rules may be helpful in telling whether what has been done
is assessment, but they are misleading and frustrating as marching orders
for novice assessors. Assessment (or evaluation) theory Is still embryonic,
and the most we can do is to teach how to Identify available instruments
(much as the science teacher identiries instruments and techniques) and
provide case studies (as the science teacher provides papers telling how
someone else did something similar). To do assessment you "do your
damndest": testing here, interviewing there, using results separately, or
mixing everything together. We have some ways of telling whether the
result is right or not, but so far no one has a way of telling what to do.
With that observation, unhelpful as it may be, I proceed to Why, What
and Who.

Why

Why assess the outcomes of higher education? The classic answer says we
do it for two reasons: to find out what has been accomplished, and to find
out how we might accomplish it better. Accrediting associations are
interested in both reasons.

Accrediting associations assess institutions and programs in part to
find out what they have accomplished. If the result is that they have
accomplished at least an acceptable level of excellence, the institution or
program passes onebut only onecriterion for accreditation. To say
this in another way; accreditation of an institution or program rests in part
on the assessment of institutional or program outcomes. That fad sur-
prises some people, who have a vision of accreditation as concerned
exclusively with narrow requirements of resources and processes. That
accreditors make judgements based exclusively on the number of books in
the library, the number of full-time faculty members, and the distribution
of hours between class and laboratory is an idea that dies hard.
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lint die it dkl; formally about 50 year+ MO; aCtUally prrhaps it) years
ago; virtually ever since Ow beginning of postsecondary accreditation
sow 70 years ago. One rc.rson (hat ierluiremenis of resources and
processes at best provide urixssary conditions for education, hut not
sufficient ones: books in a library may be necessary Ira student is to study;
but books in a library do not ensure that a student does study.

Given the identification of accreditation with the requirements of
resources and processes, it may be startling to observe that such require.
ments may not be even necessary. Take as an example requiring full-time
faculty members: why do you need full-time faculty members to have
acceptable educational quality? Once you say why they're needed, con-
sider whether there are alternative ways to meet those needs. There are
such alternatives, and some institutions have used them. If an institution
can show that its graduates, taught by part-time instructors, perform as
well as graduates of an Institution using full-time instructors, the institu-
tion is showing that an accrediting requirement of full-time faculty Is not
necessary for educational quality. The test needs to be not just what the
institution has. but also what it does. That means looking at outcomes.
Here is another reason for assessing outcomes: it can be a way to
demonstrate the success of alternative means. Outcrune!, , e t cart
open the door to fruitful alternatives in educational procedures,

Outcomes assessment can also help identify where things might he
done better, and accrediting associations have from the beginning been
concerned with institutional and program improvement. At the most
elementary level, disappointing outcomes raise the question, "Could we
do better7" Sophisticated outcome assessments help to identify where we
could do better. This is, for example, a primary use of oulcomes measurv5
at Northeast Missouri State University!

Accrediting associatiOns do not place exclusive reliance on outcomes.
An obvious reason is the undeveloped state of outcome measures; even
Mstitutions that have devoted much effort to assessing outcomes appear
to improvise much of the time, and the most ardent advocates of outcome
assessment acknowledge that much work needs to be done.

A more fundamental reason, which makes clear that assessing out
comes cannot be the exclusive means of judging institutions or programs,
is that outcome measures are by their very nature retrospective. That is,
they can at most tell us what has happened in the past; they cannot assess
current conditions or give an estimate of future success or failure. That
characteristic of outcome measures seems to me obvious, but I don't find
it emphasized in the literature. Yet obvious it is: the successful graduates
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of the Yale 1.1w School I e ed what the School was, ifter
all, the graduates are not there now, only by rom
about outcomes with knowledge of how they were achieved a
piesent resources and processes compare with those of the 1).10
meh valid COMILISions ilioit liii present state of an institution. -You will

note that in making this criticism of outcomes assessment I am not
discarding it; 1 am merely saying that the questions we wish to answer in
accreditation need more information than outcomes lone can provide.

What

VVhat should he assessed? We need to be clear about two things: the
object of assessment (students, ilea itution, program) and the characteris-
tics to be assessed. Accrediting associations assess institutions and pro-
grams, but they are not indifferent to assessment of students. The reason
is that the doctrine of accreditation says that institutions and programs are
to be assessed against their stated (and acceptable) purposes. Among
those purposes for educational institutions must be goals for the edura .
tional achievements of their students, Thus assessing whether an institu-
tion or program is achieving its purposes includes whether its students are
achieving satisfactory educational goals.

Educational outcomes are, of course, only part of the outcomes oi
higher education, and our assessment cannot be restricted to them.
Accrediting associations ask institutions to provide outcome assessment
also for their research activities and their work that falls under the rubric
of "public service:" I fere assessment medianisms are very rudi.mentary,
partly because these activities loom large in only a few institutions, but
mostly, I suspect, because no one has put much thought into how to do
it,

Underlying the assessment of outcomes are the purposes an institution
aims to achieve, and one of the greatest problems institutions have is
stating clearly what they wish to accomplish, Without clarity of purpose
it is impossible to judge whether purposes have been achieved; if you
don't know what outcomes you want, you can't decide what outcomes to
assess. The current emphasis on outcome assessment has helped the
accrediting associations In their efforts to have institutions make clear
what their purposes are.

Assessing the outcomes of higher education thus brings a focus on the
goals of institutions of higher education: Are they worthy? Are they
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appropriate? ,\e I ey acceptable a l 'iggt-t that the goals them-
selves need to be Iassessment !won assecsment, Accrediting
associations also do this, albeit more informally, using geoeral ideas of
social acceptability as the critena for judging institutional and program

But In any accrediting assessment of goals lies an underlying
concern: that the ecluotional outcomes of an institution beappropriate to
:he credntial it confers. That implies an understanding of the meaning of
a degree, and in the heterogeneity of American higher education that
understanding is unexpressed, being clom2 to the idea that "I can't tell you
what it is, but I know it when I see it: Perhaps ilw assessment movement
will help define what a bachelor's degree is (to say nothing of a doctor's
tegree), I doubt that it will, and that raises an interesting point: if we can't
say what achievements Identify the hokkr ofa degree, how can we assess

he holder has accomplished those achievements? Assessing
follows from knowing what outcomes aft desired, At a funda.

()Int defining Ow credentials we confer --we have no national
agreen

Who

And so we canoe to who should ;issecs the outcomes of higher education.
The accrediting associations have a clear party line on this one; both you
and we should do it.

Who are you? In our view, you are any interested party, but especially
the institution itself. The concern of the accrediting associations is not
only with judging whether an institution or program is of acceptable
quality, but and increasinglywith institutional improvement. The
emphasis on self-assessment has grown as the accrediting associations
have learned that self-assessment is an effective means not only to
identify areas needing improvement but also to convince those who mus,
make the improvements that they should make them. Higher education
may be populated with grown up men and women, but they still have the
peculiarities of human beings. rie private assessment of institutional
weaknesses is more effective than the exhortation of the accrediting
association in effecting improvementsjust as the private assessment of
our corpulent self in the bedroom mirror is more effective than the
directive of our physician in inducing weight loss.

There are other players in the gamestate agencies, for example
and they too should join in assessing the outcomes of higher education.
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iol e that du, it ideaspkiyers may ha v ome wha di
I what assessment results are needed. Accrediting .scitioii s ask
t merit: whether an institution or program is opehil accept.
evd of quality, An institution may ask also abmit efficiency: whether

quality can be maintained with fewer resources. A state agency may ask
about worth: whether the state needs two accredited schools, or whether
one could he closed without significant social loss, The who of assessment
can affect the what of assessment.

There is a fundamental concern of all parties for the quality of the
educational enterprise, suggesting that a sharing of assessments would be
advantageous. Yet surprisingly such sharing is not common. Accrediting
associations find that institutions and programs like to start out fresh to
conduct the self.assessment and gather the data the accreditors ask for,
Sometimes there seems to be the conviction that we want it that way, that
work already done just can't be pertinent. That isn't truegood, contin-
uing institutional assessment is just what accreditation needs, and I can
say from personal experience that the continuing assessment programs of
such institutions as Northeast Missouri State and Alverno College mesh
well with accrediting needs.

Why do we tend to keep a55cs5rnents in separate compartn The
problem seems to me to be related to our emotions about assessmenL
That portly fellow in the mirror doesn't want to wear a sign that says,
"Fat"; he's willing to drop a pound or two, but it has to be done quietly.
Many an institution is fearful that public knowledge of the "concerns" of
its accrediting association will be translated into enrollment losses if not
worse; it wants to improve, but wants to do it quietly. Assessment of
outcomes carries with it the possibility that the outcomes will not be what
we would like; who does the assessment can strongly affect the public
disclosure of distasteful results. That, in turn, can lead to attempts to
control disclosure if not the assessment process itself. The validity of
assessment results often depends on the cooperation of those who are
assessed; even doing one's damndest won't work if the object of Mes5-
ment is too uncooperative. Valid assessment of outcomes requires sensi-
tivity to the human and social context; it is not just routine application of
instruments or techniques.

Cautions and Improvements

From the perspective of accrediting associations we assess outcomes
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higher education to find out how well goals have been iieved, and. by
combining with other information, to suggest how achievement can be
nproved. We assess institutions and programs against Ow adiWvement

ei their worth goals; arid We assess those goals against social acceptabil-
ity. We urge that institutions and programs themselves do such s-
ment long with accrediting agencies and otlwr parties at interest, 'Hiat
sounds sensible, and I would be surprised if anyone objected to it.

Another piece of accreditation policy is that whatever is done could be
done better. So I can't say that the assessment of the outcomes of higher
education needs no improvement: that would be contrary to the dogma
promulgated by the organization that puts the food on my table. Besides,
I happen to think that we really could do better. Why don't we7

Fundamentally the reason is that in higher education we deal with
complex human students immersed in complex social organizations. That
results in complex goals and correspondingly complex outcomes. Even
getting agreement on goals can be difficult. To illustrate, consider this
goal: every college graduate should be prepared to move smoothly into
Immediate employment. Sounds good, but we don't agree on that goal
even for some apparently obvious cases; if we did, we would withdraw
accreditation from every law school that had a graduate fail the bar
examination, since you can't practice until you passbut that would
mean that every law school would lose accreditation, and probably
Harvard would object. Complex goals and complex outcomes make
assessment difficult.

Even more difficult is making assessment of outcomes serve institu-
tional improvement. What we knowand our friends at Northeast
Missouri and Alverno certainly agreeis that such use of outcomes
assessment is hideously difficult and probably so strongly dependent on
the institution that case studies cannot serve as models. They are exam-
ples of what can be done by doing one's damndest and illustrate well that
doing assessment is different from knowing that an assessment is valid.

When tasks are difficult wc sometimes become impatient and take
shorkuts. The current attention to assessment of outcomes seems to me
to be subject to abuse as some, often with the best will in the world,
undertake assessment because it is fashionable, pressing into service
whatever assessment instruments are available, whether or not they are
appropriate to the purpose to be served. Because it is easier to use an
assessment instrument than it is to agree on desirable goals and devise
appropriate assessment of outcomes toward those goals, we may well see
frilstMe of existing tests and other measures. Indeed, we have already seen
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the SA1 tJkrI qticrter i definitIve measure of scholastic
achievenirnt, A particular danger here, ii seems Ill MO, is inisginded
legklative zeal in adopting statewide testing programs without differenti,
non atrwmg institutions within the stale,

lo help with the difficult lask of outcomes ecnieiit we neerl mire
and better tools and procedures; these are the analogues if the scientist's

niments and techniques lle. organizations like LTS and ACT can
serve as instrument makers, devising ways by which various outcomes
might be assessed. We also need examples: these are the analogues of the
scientist's literature describing the work of others, I lere we need better
ways to share case studies of institutions that are doing their damndest to
assess outcomes; most of that information is now buried in ephemeral
newsletters and internal documents, Without better tools and procedures,
without more exampks to suggest ideas and provide the caution of
failures, we will continue to fumble. I understand present fumbling we
have never learned how to do something new without making mis-
takesbut we must lower the incidence of fumbling. That is why we
must be concerned not only with the assessment of outcomes but also
with the improvement of the assessment of outcomes.

Accrediting associations have been promoting outcomes assessment
for a long time; we believe that it is an essential part of u rtu1yun g
institutional quality and promoting institutional improvement, It is corm
forting to have others help push with us for outcomes assessment, I hope
that all our pushing can move higher education toward more and better
assessment of outcomes, both to demonstrate that higher education is
doing what it should do and to help it do its work better,
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Cr tical Validity Issues
in the Methodology of

Higher Education Assessment

EVA L. 13matt
UCLA Coder / i en! 1 luae Lvithorlimt, mid chs,1tmI 5

Validity is the grand old concept of assessment. it stands for a complex
set of ideas involving the purposes of assessment, the match of informa-
tion obtained to such purposes, and the process by which information is
verified. Validity in testing, as in English, is about truth. This paper
focuses on increasing the validity of student assessment in higher
education.

Since validity is an apparent good. why do we have a problem with it
in higher educationor anywhere? Our validit y problems occur because
we frequently are unclear about the purpose we are serving with our

ments, a situation that also clouds the inferences we should make
from our findings.

Traditionally, at the postsecondary level, we have tested students for
admission and placement. Admissions testing has drawn public attention
because o' its centrality in the allocation of equal educational opportunity
and because the average admission test score has become a shorthand
description for the educational standards of colleges and universities
the purported goodness of the education directly related to the difficulty
of admission. More recently, average admissions test score has been
applied, in a similar way, to evaluate the precollegiate educational effort.
Although it has been common at private schools to judge educational
quality in terms of the number of students admitted to the most elite
postsecondary institutions, it was only relatively recently that such
college admission test scores were used to compare state educational
systems (U.S. Department of Education, 1985). Both uses a admissions
tests raise obvious problems relating to the validity of inferences: are we
talking about the quality of the educational institutions themselves, the
quality of their clients, or some unknown combinations of the two7
Furthermore, such quantitative shorthand whets some appetites for other
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simplified tilt tsures of ediwati_ lot qualily. So, fi r.lsuig inle st to the
postsecondary community and those compellei nen! about iltt
died i VCPCSS, is the utilit y of student achievement lot asures for assessing
postsecondary educational quality. Driving these interests in student
assessment are legitimate public conic, ns about higher education costs
and benefits. The spate of ttention to this issue by the Federal establish-
Meld Was pet fedi y predictable: as precollegiale educational programs
were shifted to States for management, the majority of he remaining
federal educational investment was directed to postsecondary students.
Accountability went to college.

Present Me -hods

From all reports, each of the existing systematic assessMCD s of student
academic performance in colleges and universities has developed through
top-down mandate. How high up that top is varied, with the present
ceiling at the statehouse. The intended purposes served by such mandated
student assessnwnt include accountability (reporting to legislatures),
certification (verifying performance (or existing teachers), or institutional
self-study (McClain and Krueger, 1985). Although a, !sfintent systems
may begin with one ostensible purpose (who goes to what segment of
higher education), a mutation such as outcome assessment is not hard to
imagine. A major fact about testing is that whatever its original purpose,
the findings from assessment are always used for something else.

From all appearances, many existing assessments of postsecondary
students share the methodology and flavor of precollegiate, large-scale
testing activities. The measures are standardized. They are formulated for
and administered to the group. They often focus on minimums. hey
have great symbolic value, and their functional value is unknown. To the
extent that student assessment measures become widespread, I will
predict that their original purposes will be transformed and that they will
also drive out other indicators used to evaluate comprehensively the
quality of higher education institutions. Simply look at precollegiate
education as relevant history. Mandated, large-scale testing occurred
because the preeollegiate system had no convincing information about its
quality. No information was available to refute claims that kids couldn't
read and write, let alone do fractions and analyze Shakespeare.
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Assessment as an Instrument of liduc tional I

At the heart of this discussion is the me of assessment as a buicaucrUic
tool. Bureaucrades seem to see a formal assessment program serving at
least two purposes; first as an indicator of system quality; second, and
increasingly more importantly, as an Intervention. In precolkgiate educa-
tion, for instance, imposition of mandated testing is seen in itself as a
major educational reform rather than as a way to measure the effects of
changes in educational services. 'testing is a classic quick fix. The rhetor-
ical benefits of formal assessment are to articulate standards, focus instruc-
tion, motivate students and staff, hold feet to the fire, etc.. The feared costs
of such assessments include reducing to trivia the important goals of
education, increasing the dropout rate, generating systematic attempts to
"get around" the mandate, narrowing the curriculum, and so on. Studies
of acutal effects of testing reforms will be released shortly and some light
may be shed on the utility or assessment as a productive instrument of
educational change.

Assessment as a Qual ndica

The use of student achievement is a legitimate important indicator of
educational quality, 11 they are to be used as part of a system of higher
education, student assessment programs must be constantly held to their
purpose: to provide an accurate and representative reflection of educa-
tional quality. Methodology used in student assessnwnt does not meet
this purpose. In my view, student assessment programs must intrinsically
relate to real instructional programs in departments and courses. They
must reflect the diversity of our offerings and what students learn from
their coursework and their college experience. At present, we have
relatively little evidence to document the effects of our educational efforts
in higher education. I believe we can collect such evidence in a way that
will avoid the bureaucratic and irrelevant character of much top-down
assessment. We should try to avoid the use of omnibus assessment, where
a single instrument is purported to be a major valid indicator of quality,
The nature of higher education is such that using a single common
measure to reflect student learning will provide very little valid informa-
tion about educational quality. Most everything will be missed. We may,
better still, find a way to use student performance assessment as a
powerful instrument of improvement.
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Developing an A pproicJ to
Individual lust-um:tit) Assessnumt

The model for student assessment iti higher education I lropose
that incorporates student assessment as part of the leachim; mission of the
institution (Cross, lotto), Its purpose is to contribute to the development
of educational quality. Call it individuat instructional assessment OW, itA
develops from a view that colleges and universities have leaching respon-

e .eac.img fusronsibilities for individsibilities to individual ?oder I 11 :.l

ual students get executed as students relate to one another, to professors,
to teaching assistants, and to other institutional resources. The product of
this individual experience is what we should assess. Even though teaching
is sometimes a mass act, its reality occurs in the complex haeraction
among the students and all these resources (Pace, 1085), lb acknowledge
and assess the individual, distinct, personalized nature of this experience
is critical. However, such acknowledgement should nut be confused with
models of instruction (such as those advanced and tested by c..k 11 er (19°9)
and Bloom (107; rola), lin does not presuppose self-paced instruction
and is independent of instructional strategy. 'Hie purpose ot tin is to use
assessment as a way to recognize and extend individual student accom-
plishment rather than to homogenize it. Its slogan was promulgated by
Judah Schwartz (1978), in other contexts, some years ago: "People come
in groups of one:' So do higher education institutions.

A new approach to student assessment irt postsecondary education is
needed. This approach would use as its centerpiece the specific accom,
plishments of students in academic courses and courses of study, instead
of their performance on specially constructed, mandated measures. So I
will not discuss today a procedure to develop particular instruments,
Outcomes of higher education would be documented by providing a

wide range of examples of the kind of work accomplished by students at
various levels and majors. The system would not be uniformly applied to
all courses, nor would exhaustive reporting be expected. Rather an
institutional portfolio would be created. If numbers are required, as they
almost always are, frequencies of students performing at the illustrated
level or above would be provided for the academicmajors assessed, It is
bottom-up demonstration of quality, clearly superior, I think, to judg-
ments made on the basis of transcript analyses or catalog review.

The characteristics desired of such measures are obVious. The common,
casually developed tests of knowledge and information in rampant use
could realistically provide only a piece of the information. New, carefully
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developed tasks for essay examt lat ion or term pal r would be prepare&
Criteria for judging the quahty of responses woul ticulated, In
operation, these assessments would be admiffistered on a schedule natu-
rally demanded by COMM,' organization. Feedback to st udenk would be
provkled rapidly and in a way that strengthens the [viso nature of the
college experience.

What those tasks should be and the form of the feedback should be a
faculty matter, Educational quality, in terms of what and how well
students learn the full range of academic offerings will thus be directly
affected. As present institutionally-generated student asscssment is

focused on scheduled, quantitative summaries of students performance,
lin is periodic, qualitative, formative, diagnostic, and informative. IIA
would also serve to increase rather than decrease the range of approaches
used to assess learning. It also has particular strength as a means to
provide careful differentiated feedback for students.

Of course, such a position requires a massive effort to train faculty
members. They need to see that the way they ir.sess students communi-
cates what they view as important to learn, Thcv .-,red to believe lhal
careful, timely, and personalized feedback can tr.osform the colic; ,e
experience for students. They need to see assessr ,:nt as more than a
means '(o grade students or to meet bureaucratic cequirements. It must
contribute to their teaching effectiveness.

Do faculty care enough to engage in the serious werk of developing
high quality measures of course performance? We know they are rela-
tively unskilled now. Whether some would embrace the use of lligh
quality measurement approaches (such as domain-referenced assessment)
remains to be seen,

What conditions are required for such a system to work?

Agreement from top management that such an aj..proach would
directly rather than indirectly both impact and reflect higher education
quality and that it is worth doing and superior to approaches using
single measures.

Incentives for faculty to take this responsibility seriously.

A plan for institutional development, first to find leading academic
institutions willing to undertake a pilot effort, and, within institutions,
prestigious academic departments to provide the model for others.

Useful approaches, tools, and training procedures from the measure-
ment community.
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Necessary Contributiom from the
Measurement Community

Colleges and universities, if they were to take seriously and systemati-
cally the charge to improve educational quality, need cet lain assistance
from the measurement community, For example, approaches to the
measurement of deep understanding of subject matter would need expan-
sion, In a project in this domain we are attempting to develop procedures
for assessing essays and term papers that incorporate appropriate cogni-
tive representation of subject matter (Baker & Herman, 1986), reliable, and
valid scoring of student responses, and procedures that do not demand
inordinate time to evaluate each student's effort (Quellmalz, 1984). The
measurement community needs to expand the options it offers college
professors to assess subject matter and cognitive understanding.

Secondly, technological supports to the development of assessments
are at least on the drawing board (Baker & Linn, 1985). The search should
intensify for procedures to use computer technology to represent subject
matter knowledge and to develop locally appropriate measures of student
performance. As part of new OM Centre for Research on Testing, we have
a design project to explore tedmiques from artificial intdligence to create
a test developer assistant (Baker, 1986).

Third, help from offices of institutional research and evaluation is
needed tc provide the structure and training required for such an experi-
ment to work.

Summary of Potential Effects

If successful, the results of itA should be:

to deepen the sense of intellectual engagement of students by requiring
of them high level, defensible performance, and by providing timely
individualized feedback,

to stimulate faculty reflection on the real teaching mission of colleges
and universities,

to avoid the use of marginally valid measures in the assessment of
higher education, and

to provide appropriate indicators of higher educati n quality, in the
form of institutional portfolios.
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lo h, -,s Wile asst..ty, we can contribute n il our
1 ttion institutions. We must r'cngrsiir that our inst it u 1, are

ex ur studontS are different, and that our assessment 1)prO,iCe s
need to r flect those complexities.
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lbe Case for
,_ive Measures

T. N

There can be little doubt ouch oF what we know from the social
sciences has been developed fron interviev or questionnaire data. But
what can we say about the fklehty of those portraits for the social
,Ind educational behaviors and pheitoinena they depict? Consider the
following:

rocarch In I It g tes ing show(s) that dependable gains in
test .p.)!-,.,:an; ability (can ) 1w trIced to exiat.rirnce with previo test:.
even where no knowledge oI results (has) been provided, ..Similar
gains have been shown in personal adnistment scores (Webb et al

p. ro).

Male interviewers obtain fewe rcspoi .eS than female, and fewest of
all from males: while female interviewers obtain their higlwst
responses from men, ewer,. for young women talking to yo-
(Denney, Riesman, & Starr, 1950, p 143).

Sequences of questions asked in very similar format produce stereo
typed responses, such as a tendency to endorse the righthand or the
left hand response, or to alternate in some simple fashion. Further .
mote, decreasing attention produces reliable biases from the order of
item presentation (Webb et al, ioo, p.20).

Thus, much of what we know may be biased in various and sometimes
unknown ways. But if what one blind man learns about elephants is biased
by the data.gathering procedures adopted, measurement and sampling
theory suggest it is reasonable to expect that the evidence gathered by
multiple blind men, when pooled, will give a better, if imperfect, approx-
imation of an elephant. There is, after all, more than one way of knowing.
The central thesis of this paper is that multiple research_ designs and
measures of educational outcomes are more likely to yield reliable and
valid assessments of educational outcomes than is the current reliance on
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in `lth cit Science and

Ic of Nvoled hildreft
eyes fq customers.
rd,

it i

a measure of a phenomenon of irIerest to comeone, ken
al, ( QM, each is an example of what has come to be called 'iinobtrusiv
measures," a general class of measurements presumed to reduce or dirni.
nate the potential for reactive bias; responses uncharacteristic of the

or behavior outside the measurement situation and induced by
the :ment act itself. The premise is that when interviews and
questionnaires are used in social science research, the process of data
collection intrudes itself into the consciousness of the subject and, as a

iionco. alters the stibit.-0'.i rtnvonses, Utiebtrumve Ineaf.ure', by
their nature. avoid most, if not all, of the reactive bias associated with

view and questionnaire inethodologles,
al. (roOo) have described five categories of unobtrusive

measures: physical traces (natural erosion or accretion processes, such as
the wear on library book pages or the refuse left behind by an earlier
civilization): continuous archival records (e,g actuarial records, govern.
ment record.$); intermittent archives (e,g written documents, sales
records); simple observations (e.g of behaviors), and physical devices
(e4;., cameras, video and audio tapes),

The measures listed above index some interesting illustrati
physical traces and simple observations. For example, the fact that the
Joor tiles around the hatchingchick exhibit require replacement approx.
imatdy once every six weeks, compared to a replacement rate of several
years for the tiles around other exhibits, can be taken as a reasonably clear
reflection of the relative interestvalue of the exhibit, So far tis the
shrinking diameter of the circle of children is concerned, if it were also
known that the shrinkage was observed during a ghost-story-telling
session, then the observation would have been recognized for what it is:
an unobtrusive measure of the degree of fear induced in the children by
the stories (and how much more reliable and valid than what the children
might tell us if asked, "How scared were your). As for the dilation of the
pupils in customers" eyes. Chinese jade dealers have used it as an indicator
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of customei intetest m V. tRu sioue. And hullIightvr hrd. been
to be longer on days when the imetacli,r mut cute,

There is no eonsensns whe her the longer gro th is attributable to hig
anxiety or to whether he simply stands far(her from the rawr on those
days, Probably both (Webb et al., 1060, pp, v and 2).

Much has been written on how the methods of the social sciences
might be brought to bear on questions of outcomes assessment in higher
education te,g,, Iw II g 9$5, Awe sican College Te!,i(ing Program,
ro8o; Astin, 1977). Less attention, however, has been glven to the
measurement problems inherent in these methods and to how those
problems might be avoided or at least counterbalanced. Sonic critics
consider the present reliance on interviews and questionnaires to be both
unwise and unnecessary. Webb et al. (103), for example:

lament thi overdependence upon a single, fallible meth -)d, inter-
views and questionnaires intrude as a foreign element into the smial
setting they would describe, they create as well as measure attitudes,
they elicit typical roles and responses. they are limited to tho!,e Who
are accessible and will cooperate, and the responses obtained are
produced in pall by dimensirms of indiVidual difference urclevant to
the topic at hand,

13141 the princ:pid objection 1,, that Hwy iirr 11.501 alone cr, 11 emphasis in
(he original),

htrusive measures, such as those listed above, offer ntant
methodological counterweight to the unknown and unbalanced reactive
bias in interview- and questionnaire-generated data sets, such as those
upon which we now rely to assess the educational outcomes of college.

The remedy for these ailments, of course, lies not in the replacement of
the research tools now in widespread use. This is no call to rally the
Assessment Luddites, Rather, the intention is to encourage outcomes
researchers to supplement standard approaches with methods and mea-
sures now largely unknown, unconsidered, or ignored. The purpose, here,
is to make "The Case (or Unobtrusive Measures:' and that warrant can be
argued on at least three grounds (one major, and two secondary): ii
measurement, 2) cost, and 3) prudence.

The Mea u ment Warrant

The strongest arguments for the use of unobtrusive measures can be made



ritately ineasniemem giounik Recall
r ion of Webb et al ( t hit' current reliance on it

tic
rviews and

que. was that "they 111'
this 9clion is that,

ion of

,ry measurement procedure conics with it certain chow r stic
sources of error...it follows that they ai i7. in et rot in ditteren
and different degrees. The errors we refer to ore (011Shillt
types of measures the direction ond !air: of the el ror arc assumed
to be fixed for a given set of measurement operations, I lowever, the
direction of errors is assumed to be random across prucedures ror
any given measurenuint task, t lw errors are additive: an error in one
dirSe

ilchtest and Phlips. 197v, p. 2).
directioectionwill tend to cancel out an error in the n

Sechrest and Phillips go on to note problems occastotwd by differences in
the magnitudes ot the errors involved and their effects oh the prvcision of
measurenwnt, but the roirit is clear and the strongest rgument for the use

multiple and ifincroit measures ot the ,ame trait or behaviorwhat
et aL (190) and Oho s Campbell i959) refer to as

1tiple operationism." The intent is to employ mull iple measures that
"share in the theoretically relevant components (of the (rail or behavior
under study) but have different patterns of relevant components" (Webb
et M., tobri, p, 3). When one samples measures, one also samples their
.strengt ris aml their weaknessese And as in sampling theory, the larger the
sample size, the greater the reliability of estimation,

The utility of multiple measures in general, and unobtrusive measures
in particular, is apparent in another way. Much of the research on student
outcomes, particularly that focusing on institutional contributions to
student growth, relies on various causal modelling techniques based on
multiple regression. The multicolinearity among theoretically indepen .

dent predictor variables, and the autocorrelations among the same mea-
sures used over time in longitudinal designs, present well.known, but
frequently ignored, problems for the interpretation of path coefficients or

.gression weights. The problems of "bouncing betas" and the difficulty
of replicating most studies in the social sciences are also well-,known. Such
interpretive difficulties notwithstanding, however, one researcher (cited
in Kedinger & Pedhazur, 1970. p. 44o) has suggested that regression
coefficients give us the laws of science, and many who employ regression
analysis, or who read and rely On the results of such studies, may be
imilarly inclined to place more credence in the findings than i5 warranted,



I he wisdom nobtrusive ineasui es is evident iii
still other ways, Research on the dynamics of attitude and value formation
anti change has both perceptual and behavioral dimensions. What col re-
spondence exists between what a respondent professes to lwlieve and
how that person actually behaves? Reliance On quest ionn.lires and inter-
views in such investigations requires an act of faith thar correspon
demi! is high, when the fact of the matter may very well he otiwrwise.
One can have significantly greater confuknce in the I I ihilmi y and
validity of interview. or questionnaire.based claims about attitudes and
beliefs if those claims are manifested behaviorally in natural set brigs. Used
in this fashion, unobtrusive measures constitute a form of convergent
validation and go a long way toward reducing the internal validity
problems inherent in cx post facto research designs.

Unobtrusive measures have their own limitations, of course, for we
rarely, if ever, know 'heir characteristic sources of i. rror, Thus, we cannot
confidently estimate the extent to which use of an unobtrusive measure
would be a useful and complementary addition to a serivs of medstircinctit
procedures or simply increase the error already present. And, like inter-
view and questionnaire items, to thc extent that unobtrusive measures
rely on single observations, they are likely to be unreliable and, conse-
quently, of limited validity (Sedges( & PhilIps tom pp, 5-7), Despite
more than a two-decade history, much research remains to be done on the
measurement characteristics of unobtrusive measures.

Before all hope and confidence in the utility of unobtrusive measures is
abandoned, however, it is useful, at least insofar as the assessment of
educational outcomes is concerned, to differentiate "unobtrusive mea-
sures" as a set of scientific research tools from "unobtrusive measures" as
a metaphor. In the first instance, it is quite possible to apply unobtrusive
techniques and measures in a remarkable variety of experimental studies
(see Bochner, 1979), As such, the rigor characteristic of true experiments
can be brought to bear in naturalistic settings (like colleges and universi-
ties) and threats to internal validity are significantly reduced if not
eliminated.

For example, if an institution wished to know the extent to which
cultural and racial openness was a trait characteristic of the campus, one
might design a study similar to that reported by Campbell. Kruskal and
Wallace (1966). In that investigation, the tendency of White and Black
college students to sit by themselves in racially homogeneous groups in
classrooms (rather than mixing randomly) was studied as an indicator of
racial attitudes.



Wlii.lc ,och tonna!, unobtrusive research vf1ott re rerlaudy possil
they are probably not likely lo comprise a complete or adequate (nit
comes assessment program, "Unobtrusive measures" as a metaphor for
non.reactive sources of information that already exi4 in various forms and
locations across a campus are more likely to yield useful vehicles of
assessment. Examples include such standard records as registrar's files,
disciplinary records, Graduate Record Examination (cm) scores, and
alumni giving records. The category i-an also Include less conventional
measures, however, ranging from transcripts sent to otlwr undergraduate
institutions (student satisfaction), to case loads in the health services and
psychological counseling service (amount of stress on campus), to library
usage rates (students' intellectual curiosity). Unobtrusive measures may
be based on observations as well as records. Such measures in colleges and
universities might include assessment ofa campus's intellectual climate as
revealed on bulletin boards and in graffiti (see Ciardi,1970, (or a delightful
discussion on this topic) and in conversations overheard in a student
union snack bar. The point to be made is that unobtrusive measures,
whether scientifically formal or casualoffer a source of information
about the educational process and its outcomes that serves a legitimate
and important measurement role by countAbalancing the systematic
error characteristic of conventional measurement and research designs
and by validating information gathered by means of those standard
procedures.

The Cost Warrant

The costs of assessing educational outcomes are little understood. The
proponents of the "benefits" portion of the cost.-benefits equation have
been dominant, and only recently has attention been turned to an
estimation of the other side of the balance scale. How much in the way of
resources is and should be invested in the production of outcomes
information? The question applies to all information gathering, of course,
whether outcomes or otherwise, but costs in other sectors are better
understood and estimated than they are in outcomes assessment. The real
issue, as Ewell and Jones (1986) put it, is: "How much more money
(beyond that already committed to outcomes-related information gather-
ing) do we have to spend to put in place an assessment program that is
appropriate to our needs?" (p, 34).

Based on a set of assumptions about the nature of the assessment
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programs likrly to be mounted by institution )1 varying types antI
Ewell and Jones (roi3O) estunate incremental costs ranging from Vio,000
(in a small, private, liberal arts college) to $43o,o00 (in a major public
research university). It is important to bear in mind that these are
incremental, not total, cost estimates. It is revealing to notice Ewell and
Jones' assumption of the use of conventional questionnaires, whether
commercially available (e.g.. The ACT's come) or locally developed (e.g.,
senior examinations in the major field disciplines),

No one has attempted to estimate the incremental costs of assembling
Information unobtrusively. Given the fact that much of this sort of data
already exists, and given that much of it is electronically stored and
retrievable, it seems reasonable to suggest that the costs of unobtrusive
measurement and analysis are likely to be lower than those of more
conventional measures and methods, perhaps significantly lower. There
is, of course, considerable room for cost variability, but the initial propo7
salon holds: analyzing data that are already available in one form and
place or another is likely to be less costly and tirne-cop.uinin8 than
gathering data de Iwo.

The Prudence Warrant

Ewell (1984) has written that "the most veh ment objections t Ibe
systematic assessment of institutional impact will come f-om faculty"
(p.72). These objections, says Ewell, are likely to derive from either or
both of two sources: first, the fear of being negatively evaluated, and
second, a philosophical opposition based on the belief that the outcomes
of college are inherently unmeasurable and that the evidence from such
studies is "misleading, oversimplifying, or inaccurate" (p. 73).

To counter faculty opposition, Ewell recommends that persons respon-
sible for outcomes assessments "recognize publicly the inadequacy of any
single outcome measure or indicator and collect as many measures of
program effectiveness as possible" (p. 73), The point is related to the
argument for unobtrusive measures made earlier on measurement
grounds and is likely to be recognized and given weight by faculty of all
disciplines. The effect is likely to be a reduction in faculty resistance to
educational assessment. Even if the measurements cannot be easily
explained to non-social scientists, most faculty members will be familiar
with the concept of "triangulation" in astronomy, as well as in map-read-
ing and surveying. The use of multiple measures to portray some educa-



tional oIItCOfllC ti likely to .ve lace validity OW is appealinj
members. It Seern4 leas Such an effest to
positively both faculty irticipation in outcomes assesgneut programs
and COlihdence iii the ConChIsitHIS derived from the evidence assembled.

Unobtrusive Measures in I Ilizher Education

What are some unobtrusive measures in higher educati n and how might
they enhance our understanding of various educational outcomes? Ewell
(1984), following a review of various structures and taxonomies, has
suggested that educational assessment should focu% on three major areas:
knowledge, skills, and values and altitudes, %vith a fOUrth category,
students' relations with various groups in the larger society, representing
the behavioral manifestations of the first three areas. Juxtaposition of
these four dimensions against Ihree of -.le general types of unobtrusive
measures described earlier affords a uselul framework for thinking about
the sorts of Institutional information that might be used to aid educational
assessment. The matrix below is intended to be mrp,gestive, to focus
thinking on important assessment topics, and, thereby, to highlight the
potential opportunities to employ unobtrusive measures.

(-Mime Categoric;

Types of Unobtrwiive klisisores

Physical
Tritcrs Recants

Knowledge
Skills
Attitudes/Values
Relations del y

Space precludes discussion of possible measures that might occupy
each of the cells in this matrix, and, as will be seen, the boundaries
between the several categories of unobtrusive measures are not always
precise. Moreover, some of the cells are of greater interest than others,
and some unobtrusive measures are more readily accessible than others.
Two cells easily meet both of these criteria, namely, the "Knowledge-
Archives" cell and the "Attitudes/Values-Observations" conjunction, and
attention will be focused on them for illustrative purposes, beginning
with the latter of the two cells.
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The observational technft1ucs Campbell, Kr oskal ,ind Wallace
for inferring racial attitudes and relat ions on a earnnw, have been suiuiin
rized, Vartaiions on this approach might include a study of -aggregating
(Campbell, Kruskan and Wallace, ono) in dining halls and cafeterias, in
clusters of studenk studying in the library or gathering in other public
areas, in institutional residence hall roommate patterns, and in other
institutional settings.

Something of thc importance students attach to the life of the mind
might be inferred from several sources, including the number, size, and
participation rates in formal student organizations and clubs that have
some specific, academic purpose (e.g., discipline-based clubs, literary and
artistic publications, performing arts groups), as compared with organiza .
lions that have athleti, recreational, entertainment, social, or othei'
purposes as their principale raison (tare (Some of this information might
be gleaned from records.)

Similarly, inferences about the relative emphasis 1,icen In the academic
and social life of a campus might be made based on an examination of the
content of campus concert, film, lecture, and speaker series, as well as
attendance recordN. For residential campuses, the institution's role in
students' livesand its potential for influence,may be reflected in the
extent to which students evacuate the campus for other locations on
weekends. Ciardi (197o) has suggested that the content of graffiti reflect
the intellectual tenor of a campus. One might add the content of bulletin
boards to that reflection.

The number of students who are registeredand activevoters can
be taken as a sign of students' interests in, sense of responsibility toward,
and willingness to participate in the political life of a larger community.
Or one might explore the level of social responsibility in a student body
by designing an experiment around the frequency with which students
returned library books that were presumably "lost: More simply, the
proportion of the library's total overdue volumes that jrc signed out to
students (or faculty) provides at least one inde, of the level of simple
courtesy, if not social responsibility, on a campus. Vandalism, both in
absolute magnitude and_rate of changeover time, offers another reflection
of the quality of life and the attitudes and values prevalent on a campus.
As suggested earlier, the rates over time at which the health service's
physicians prescribe stress.related medicines, and variations in the case
loads of the counseling center staff, might both be used to index the
amount of potentially unhealthyand perhaps educationally dysfunc-
tionalstress in the campus environment. Hodgkinson and Thelin
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097 1) offer an ii pressive list of other possibilities. The variety is limiled
only by one's imagination and ingenuity.

Without question, the major impact of college on students cognitive
development is delivered through the curriculum, and any outcomes
assessment program must deal in one fashion or another with thc curricu-
lum and with classroom-based learning. A variety of reactive measures
have been developed to assess the nature and extent of students' cogni-
tive growth (e,g., the ACT-COMP and Graduate Record Examinations
subject tests), and these measures are typically used in "value-added"
research designs of varying degrees of sophistication and validity.

Warren (198.) and Pascarella (1986) discuss some of the conceptual
and methodological limitations of this approach to educational assess .
ment, and those critiques need not be reiterated here. The point to be
made is that something of the nature and extent of student learning can
also be inferred from unobtrusive measures, from a data base that already
exists and that has reasonable claims to reliability, n,amely, the registrar's
file, which contains extensive information on the courses students have
taken and the grades received,

Pincher (1984), recognizing the weaknesses and disadvantages of the
grade-point average as a criterion of what has been learned also marvels
that "it works as well as it does" (p. 380). l-le writes:

...the freshman ceA will often display scalar features that are quite
remarkable: a tenacious arithmetic mean, a standard deviation of
about one-half letter grade, and a range of five or more standard
deviation units. More remarkable, perhaps, the freshman GrA
appears to be more immune to contamination than separate course
grades are, and it is a relatively independent criteria despite being a
faulty one. In addition, the freshman cm is relevant to such educa-
tional decisions as the dean's list, student probation and dismissal,
the maintenance of athletic eligibility, the continuance of scholar-
ships, etc. If not a completely adequate criterion of academic per-
formance, the freshman GPA still serves many educational purposes
(p. 38o).

Wilson (1983) reports that admissions measures are essentially as valid
for predicting long-term GPA as freshman year GM Because of this
property, Fincher suggests, cumulative Gm may yet be a useful measure
in educational assessment and worthy of analysis. It might, for example,
be used as the criterion in regression models and covariance analyses in
which pre-college academic aptitudes and achievements (and other poten-



Wily confounding variables) have been controlled in a '.1 UtI y of Ilw
residual variance in long-term (--,Pn attributable to student effort and to
inst netion and student learning. Similarly, if pre-college predictors of
academic performance are found to have high multiple correlations with
actual college achievement, reasonable suspicions might be raised about
the overlap of high school and college coursework (Pincher, 1984)

The registrar's files offer other possibilities. For example, an examina-
tion of the distribution of courses taken by size and type of instruction
(e.g., lecture, seminar, lab, independent study) might prove extremely
revealing of the nature of the formal educational process experienced by
students (e.g., graduating seniors). I-low many opportunities were there
for students in small numbers to study with a faculty member? Such a
review might focus on students' first two years. Do large lecture sections
dominate students' early contacts with faculty and collegiate instruction?
What is the relative balance of opportunities for active vs. passive student
participation in then own learning? While recognizing that "small" is not
necessarily "better," most faculty and administrators would probably be
concerned if students' opportunitk-s for smaIIT,roup instruction were rare.

Examination of the relative proportional distributions of students
majoring and gnu/fading in particular disciplines will tell something of the
nature of the educational program being delivered, and comparisons of
such distributions, both one with the other and each over time, will detect
shifting emphases in what students are interested in and what the
institution is providing. Similarly, student retention rates, both within and
across majors, may yield useful information. While such rates must be
interpreted with considerable care, rates occupying one or the other tail
in the distribution suggest something about students' views of the
education afforded in those programs. Precisely what an extremely low
retention rate means may be open to dispute, but at the very least it calls
attention to the need for further investigation.

Transcript analysis affords a more detailed examination of curricula
structures and student course-taking patterns and brings one still closer to
the substance of students' formal education. Using this technique. Black-
burn et al. (1976) undertook a national study of changes in degree
requirements between 1967 and 1974, exploring the amount, structure,
and content of general education, and the structure and flexibility in
selected major degree programs. They found, for example, that the typical
baccalaureate degree recipient in 1974, compared to 1967, had taken
about 22 per cent less coursework in general education.

Galambos et al. (1985), in a study of teacher education in the states
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com rising the South gional Education Board, used transcript anal-
ysis to compare the course-taking patterns of teacher education and arts
and sciences degree graduates. They found that, on the average, teacher
education graduates took proportionally fewer general education credits
in all areas except the social sciences than did arts and sciences graduates.
Their analyses also led them to conclude that "Given latitude, some
students will ferret out the routes of least resistance to meet their general
education requirements, and then pass the word on to others" (Galambos
et al, 1985, p 78). Such a finding on an individual campus is likely to be
justifiable cause for a detaikd and importantreview of general
education courses and requirements.

The Slate University of New York at Albany used transcript analysis to
t st a belief prevalent among faculty and administrators that students
were not gaining a "general education" because the only degree require-
ments were those of the major program: all other degree credits were
electives. The analysis provided information of the average number and
percentage if course credits taken by graduates of each academic depart-
ment in eo: h of some 20 content areas. Results indicated that, while
students in certain major field areas were apparently avoiding certain
content areas (e.g., natural and physical sciences, or foreign languages),
the deviations from what most academicians might consider a "general
education" were by no means so great ce had been anticipated.

A variation on this approach is afforded by the following matrix
(adapted from Blackburn et al., 197o, who also offersome useful classifica-
tion rules):

Type of Course

Required
Restricted
Elective
Full Elective

Per Cent of
Courses Taken

[kid It

Using this matrix, a computer-based analysis of the transcripts of all
students, or of sub-groups of students (e.g., selected majors, transfers,
freshmen), would afford several kinds of information. It would 1 eveal

something of the variety and depth of the course work to which students
have been exposed during any given period of time in their college
careers. In addition, it would suggest the relative control over students'



course-taking institution di ti tie El j(!i &pal line
One might expect consle Vona! ion acioss departments even within
the sante institution, Blackburn ct 1.)70) offer a useful variant of the
above matrix that differentiates general education requirements anti
courses front those of the major field. If still nother variation were
adopted to take into tICCMInt Whet/ the course work was taken ti.e,
matrix that has the same breadth and depth columns, but has for its rows
the time dimension of coursettaking, say, lower and upper division),
information would be gained on whether students are taking "breadth"
courses prior to the selection of a major, or later in their college years,
perhaps afier the minor program requirements have already been satisfied.
The liming issue is important to the educational purposes of "general
education" requirements. Do the requirements exist to ensure that stu-
dents have a broad exposure to the various disciplines and on the basis of
which they can make a more informed select ion of a major pH tgrant? Or
are the requirements intended primarily to ensure that students tic
exposed to a broad intellectual experience at :lime point before they
graduate?

Warren ( 04) has suggested the analysis might be taken a step further.
One might he inclined to believe, for example, that such course-taking
pattern anaiyses do not provide a sufficiently detailed portrait of students'
academic experience, for such analyses tell nothing of what st udent have
learned. Warren suggests that a reasonable approximation of what has
been learned might be obtained by reviewing examination questions and
major paper assignments in courses that recur in the pattern of require-
ments for general education or for a specific major field--whether those
courses are elective or required. As Warren (104, p. 13) notes: "No
preq,_nrollment. normative, or comparative information need complement
it. The assertion is simply that Program X as typically completed by o

known number of students produces the described learning: A certain
amount of faith is required, of coursefaith that examinations and paper
assignments reflect course content and that a passing grade reflects the
occurrence of learning above some threshold of acceptability.

It should be evident by now that researchers in higher education have
a wide variety of research designs and measures upon which to draw iii
their efforts to assess the outcomes of a college education. Thus far,
however, the record indicates a virtually exclusive reliance on a subset of
those designs and methods. The purpose of this paper has been to suggest
ways in which conventional methods of assembling information on
skudent growth might be supplemented in ways that illuminate rather
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Oss

Using Assessment to
lin rove Instruction

ion

According to the latest Cmujn 7vtnals ieport sued by the in
Council on Education was, 6 three 1ourth , if all college
administrators think that assessment is a good idea whose time has come.
That's interesbng, but even More interesting is the finding that almost all
college administrators (uI percent) think that assessment should be linked
to instructional improvement. Most authorities on thu . e;ubjert of assess-
ment share that conviction, Turnbull roti okeryes dig -the
over.riding purpose of gathering data is to provide a basis for improving
instruction, rather than keeping score or allocating blame:' And thc. report
ut issued by the Education Commission of Me States ( 056, plz) asserts

that "Assessment should not be an end in itself. Rather it should be
an frmtegral part of an institution's strait to improve teaching and
learning

In the jargon of the trade. the for I rmaiye b loud and
clear, ironically, practically all of the proposals and practices In aswcsn,ent
today involve summative evaluation. We hear a lot about how institu .
tional assessment and statewide testing will show us what is wrong and
make educators more accountable, but there are few proposals for forma-
tive evaluation to show us how to improve education in process, The
report just ir.sued by the National C,,overnors Association, for example, is
entitled Time Tor Rou115, and it is a call for summative, bottom-line
accountability. While formulative evaluation gets the praise, surnmative
evaluation gets the votes.

If we are to use assessment to improve the quality of education
perhaps the most important question for me to address is what decisions
should be made in order to improve instruction. Stared that way, it's not
a question that most college administrators are ready to grapple with
because instruction generally takes place in the classroom; and the
Appreciation iA exrretked to Harvard Umyertity Alta lo NCRIPTAL Linivtruty of Mfrchigan. for
funds io tylp oupport work oo daosroom reyearch



(Id holy ground in inustic
assesso hal, "Assessment seems h) 1ly in
he MU* iliOn'r edilCainm, thereby reinfo will

soon enter the classroom to serve the learner" acke vell
3mm, itO 7, 4 7Y At the nwment I don't see any signs that anyone

to Bing open the classroom door and irwite the ASSessors in, In
fact, I suspect that one reason for today's high interest in institutional
SSeclient is that is 011e way of demanding attention to the qualit y of
student learning without actually entering the classroom. We in higher
education have been esirecially reluctant to address the classroom per(or-

c of teachers for a number of reasons.
n the first place, we equate academic freedom wi 0 sanctity of the

:_om, and there is a tradition of restraint in probin 4ao deeply what
goes on there. Moreover, college teachers are authorities in their spe

No one else in the institution knows quite a much about their
particular subject as they do, and there is an understandable reluctance to

1,illy what or how to leadi. And finally, there aw some
lions that have not been answered to the satisfaction of many, What

rniistituteS effective teaching? Who sin mld evaluate college leeleht.rS and
how? Can good leaching be recognized and appropriately rewarded?

If .1 major purpose of assessment is to Improve instruction, can we use
the results of assessment to do that? It doesn't seem very likely that we
are going to reward individual leachers on the extent to which they
demonstrate that they can "teach to the tor thereby pegging teachers'
salaries to the scores of their students on assessment measures. Most
people, I think, assume that assessment will improve instruction by
documenting the strengths and weaknesses of student performance:
Teacher% will then use the results of the institutional assessment to take
appropriate action. In higher education, "taking appropriate action" usw,
any means making collective decisions about what is taught, i.e., about the
curriculum. It rarely means doing anything about how it is taught. But hew
students are taught lies at the heart of quality education. It makes the
difference between a lifelong learner and a grade grubber, betwoer
enthusiasm for learning and indifference to it, between an educated
society and a credentiakd one.

A few colleges, such as Alverno, with extensive experience and heavy
faculty involvement in assessment, have managed to make a profound
mpact on teaching (see, for example, Loacker. et al, ro8o), but most

colleges, I predict, will conduct their assessment, add a few more course
requirements, tighten academic standards, and see that students toe the



line= Assessment as currently conceived will probably stop hor1 of the
classroom door, doing little to improve the qualit y of instruction in the
average classroom.

It is for (hk reason that I think insti
accompanied by classroom asscsstuienl
iniprovernetg in higher ruition I h
rotto a,b) the development of a new :

I assessment meds to be
are to addeve long,term

ye proposed elsewhere (Cross,
if skills arid tools that I call

"classroom research," Its purpose is to help college teachers evaluate the
effectiveness of their own teaching. The idea is to get faculty members
involved as inditadimb in getting feedback from students on what they are
learning in OW classroom during that semester. Institutional assessment,
in contrast, provides feedback on student learning college.wide, over a
period of years, to faculty perceived as A team,

Ideally, a college i5 a community working in harmony toward common
ends. Practically, it is a collection of individuals with maximum freedom
to do their own thing, hopefully as well as they know how. The problem

hat many college teachers eally don't know low to teadi very well:
Typically, they have no training for teaching, and they have no one to talk
with about it. While most now get student evaluations at the end of the
semester (Erickson, rotts), they don't find the ratings very helpful in
making changes In teaching methods Mill and !mile, lotto), and few have
any skills for finding out what students are learning in their classrooms.
Most are not even very proficient at getting maximum feedback on
studeni' learning from those two stalwarts of academe, final exams and
term papers.

Thus, I contend that the most important decision th t an institution can
make regarding assessment is to explicitly move some of the decision .
making into classrooms by giving teachers the necessary training and
tools to AS$C55 what students are Ir ,irning from them in the classroom.

Teacher involvement in classroom assessment is both necessary and
desireable (or a number of reasons:

First, it is by no means certain that a given teacher, say a professor of
sociology, faced with results showing that students score below what
might be expected on a test of social science will a) accept any personal
responsibility for it or b) know what to do about it, One likely result of
current efforts to measure "value-added" college-wide is to urge every-
one to leach to the test," That's not h ti if lk...e .es. .1.14.y measures the
teaching aspirations of the eollege, but the better the test, i,e., the more it
measures student growth and development, the more important teaching
skill becomes, Many professors may discover that they don't know how
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to -teach to o of peroiial or (ogultive
One of the clop teoching we,

on what students are kirning os a result of a given effo
Realistically, the only way that c.m he done in higher educatkm is to make
the teacher responsibly for formulating his or her teaching goals nd
assessing the results.

My second reason for encouraging classr .tssnwnt is to add to
Our knowledge about leaching and its relationship to learning. As a
profession, we don't know much about how to improve instruction. We
struggle with faculty development programs and with disseminating the
findings from research on teaching effectiveness, but most faculty teach
as they were taught, and we're not sure how, or whether, to help them do
differently,

There is a great deal of research on student evaluat _Is of teach
on teaching effectiveness, We know, for example, that college sti,
are pretty good evaluators of leaching. They tend to give high marks
teacho s from whom they learn the most tCentra, 1977; Cohen, ior4.-2),
they are reasonably unbiased, consistent over time, and in Agreernent with
each other and with faculty evaluators (Gaff & Wmlson, N71),

Measures other than student evaluations also show agreement on the
identilication of effective college teachers. By this time, there has been
enough research on teacher effectiveness that we can say with confidence
that good teachers know their subject and their students. They are
concerned about students, well.prepared, lucid, enthusiastic, available,
and able to stimulate student interest and encourage their involvement in
the work of the class (Abrami, 1985; Feldman, ig76; Kulik & McKeachie,
975). Those are the results of literally hundreds of studies, and credible

as they are, they arc not very helpful to teachers. Even researchers who
are presumably familiar with the research find it difficult to use the
findings to improve their own teaching, and I know of no evidence that
suggests that educational researchers at.: better teachers than those less
well informed about research. While practitioners have been blamed for
their failure to apply research, and researchers are regularly taken to task

iling to study questions that are relevant to teachers, the gap
between research and practice is the fault of neither.

Educational research, with its search for general truths that hold across
all classrooms, is not designed to address the situation.specific questions
that teachers have. What a teacher wants to know is how his or her
behavior affects the learning of a known group of students, studying a

specific learning topic, under known conditions. But most research is
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research. I3y a d large, the purpose of research in the sr )(la: sciences is to
push back the frontiers of knowlerige and to build the foundations for
underst anding.

John Dewey (iozo, p. to) wrote almost OO years ago Ih,iI . "no conclu
sion of scientific research can be converted inol an irrdi,ite rule of
educational art:' Research on teaching and teaming is simpl too large and
complex to extract findings that can be easily disseminated t teachers as
rides to improve teaching practices Wenstermacher,

Donald Schon igt33) contends, in his new and provocative little bc
entitled The Reflective Praditioner, that- research has done little to improve
practice in any of the professions, In fact, he says, universities pursue
view of knowledge that fosters selective inat tention to practical compe-
tence and professional artistry" (p, vii), He calls for us to put aside the
notion that "intelligent practice is an application of knowledge to instru-
mental decisions" (p, co) and instead to help professionals gain insight into
their practice through an ongoing process of reflecting o:, what they
know and articulating their intuitive thinking.

While it seems to me that Schon's reflection-in-action offers useful new
perspectives on research to improve practice, I think it is both possible
and desirable for teachers to collect and use both "hard" and "soft" data
on student learning. Assessment designed for the improvement of teach-
ing should be situation-specific, and it should provide immediate and
useful feedback on what students are learning.

Situation-specific research may, at first blush, appear to result in
knowledge with extremely limited usefulness to the profession of teach-
ing, but my guess is that the exchange of knowledge from many specific
classrooms will give teachers more useful insight into the teaching/learn-
ing process than the search for generalization across a "representative
sample" of students, teachers, and subject matters. in any event, I think it
highly likely that the knowledge gained from doing research is more likely
to be used than that gained from readiv about research.

My third and final reason for thinking that classroom assessment
should be built into assessment programs, is to improve faculty morale
through intellectual stimulation that is relevant to teaching. Unfortu-
nately, the current lull in faculty hiring has convinced some institutions.
historically committed to excellent teaching, that they should boost their
academic prestige by hiring research faculties. The more likely result is
that, as a society, we will sacrifice good teaching colleges for mediocre
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research universities.
But so called teaching institution,. do have a problem in keeping

teaching faculty fresh and intellectually challenged. Heavy teaching loads
tend to become repetitive, boring, and lacking in the intellectual stimula-

that graduate students lwarled for careers in academe are taught to
expect. Last fall's issue of Clianse magazirw (September/Odober,1985)
presented a dismal picture of widespread demoralization of college
teachers and pointed to what might be called the Rodney Dangerfidd
syndrome, "Teaching don't get no respect." If we are to make teaching
institutions proud of their mission and to improve the status of teaching
as a profession, we need to supply the tools for self-assessment and
self-improvement, for those are the marks of a profession. institutional
assessment and state-wide assessment both carry implications of moni-
toring professional performance. Classroom assessment, carried out
by teachers themselves, treats teachers as the professionals we want
them to be.

In conclusion, one of the first rules of assessment, it seems to me, should
be IhM the type of assessment information collected should be related to
the type of decisions that it is possible to make. Since decisions about
instruction arc made by teachers, assessment should include information
helpful in making decisions in the classroom. As a corollary, information
should be collected as close to the source of potential action as possible.
States can manipulate incentive systems and enforce standards. Institu-
tions can see goals, establish climates, and reward behavior. Individual
teachers, however, can relate teaching to learning, and that is the most
mportant route to the improvement of undergraduate instruction.
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Are Value-Added
Analyses Valuable?

URNEST 1: PA CARELLA

Professor of I. rbou I j !i Liue r sill, of 1Iluuun Chia o

One of the watchwords of higher education in the late ro7os and on
into the -iotios has been "accountahility:' Public institutions in particular
are being called upon to document their effects in terms of 5tudent
learning and development (Hitcher, WO; Hartle, wtIO). Often the
impetus for this call to .wcountability is still v government and the higher
education coordinating or monitoring boards which, in a number of cases,
report directly to the governor or the state legislature. in my own state,
Illinois, I have had (he opportunity, for the past year, to be a member of
a committee chosen by the Illinois Board of Higher Education to study the
condition of undergraduate education in the state and make recommenda-
tions to the state legislature. Two pertinent paragraphs from the final draft
of the report recommendations are as follows:

1. Colleges and universities shall conduct regular reviews of under-
graduate education with emphasis on general education and the
development of baccalaureate-level skills. The findings and conclu-
sions of these reviews shall be reported to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.

2. Each college and university shall assess individual student progress in
meeting the objectives of general education and the development of
baccalaureate-level skills, and shall incorporate the results of assess-
ment in the reviews of these areas. It is expected that colleges and
universities will assess student progress at appropriate intervals and
assure that assessrnent programs reinforce the maintenance of aca-
demic standards.

State-mandated student assessment in Illinois is certainly not an iso-
lated case, as an increasing number of states are moving in a similar
direction. Moreover, it is likely, based on the widespread impact of the
recent National Institute of Education Report, Involvement in Learning:
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Realizing the Potential olAuiericuti 1 lig im (Mortimer, et al., y84),
(hal the current emphasis on estimating the student outcomes of higher
education will be with us for the forseeable future.

One of the more recognizable approaches to the assessment of student
outcomes is the concept of "value-added:. As I understand the term,
value-added typically examines actual or inferred changes in students'
performance over time. Students are assessed for entering competencies
on some set of reliable and valid instruments and then are reassessed
following a specified period of time (e.g., freshman to senior year) or the
completion of certain courses, programs of study, or other educational
experiences (McMillan, 1986). "Value-added" has another implication,
however, which goes beyond simpl) looking at pre-post changes on
some measure of interest. Specifically, it attempts to separate that portion
of student growth or development which can be reasonably attributed to
specific educational experiences from that attributable to confounding
catist's sudi as diffetential ability or simple maturation. in short, value-
added entails an estfmation of the "net effects" of college.

this is my own understanding of what the term "value-
It must be acknowledged that its operational definition is

o ,ary with who uses the term, in what context and for what
purpose (Ewell, 98 0), For some institutions, value-added may be inferred
from simple freshman to senior changes in measures of cognitive develop-
went or learning (e..g., Lenning, Munday and Maxey, 1909; Dumont and
Troektrup, 1081). For other institutions, the value of the education they
provide may be evidenced largely by the accomplishments and retrospec-
tive evaluations of graduates (e.g., Spaeth and Greeley, 1970; Pare, 1974)-
Still other institutions may see value added largely as I have defined it,
and may concentrate on estimating the net effects of the collegiate
experience (e.g., Mentkowski and Strait, 1983). Furthermore, even within
the same institution, it can mean different things to different administra-
tive, faculty, student and alumni constituencies. Who decides what is
valuable, for whom it is valuable, and to what it is added?

Clearly value-added may not mean the same thing to all who use it.
Indeed, as Ewell (1980) has pointed out, the operational definition of the
term is still quite flexible and vague, and this vagueness may vary in direct
proportion to its increasing use in public dialogue.
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L A te :ent Debate on the Value of
Value-Added Assessment

Perhaps in part because of the lack of a clear operational definir
term, the concept of value-added has recently become the focal point of
a spirited controversy. Some of the most respected names in the postsec-
ondary scholarly community have chosen sides on the issue. Jonathan
Warren (1984) has published an enthusiastic and cogent criticism of
value-added. The gist of his argument is that, while in the abstract the
logic of value-added has great appeal, in practice it seldom leads any-
where. The results of value-added analyses, he argues, "are often trivial,
difficult to make sense of and peripheral to most instructional purposes"
(Warren, 1984, p. ro). Warren's argument focuses largely on one level of
analysis, the use of the value-added approach in assessing course-level
instructional outcomes, Here he makes some telling pointc about Ihe
questionable practice of using pre-post differences as a measure of student
learning in courses such as upper-division electromagnetic theory, where
students can be assumed to have little pre-course content knowledge.
Simply finding that students understand course concepts on the final
examination is, he maintains, sufficient evidence to infer that most of the
observed learning was a consequence of the course. A similar argument
has been made by Pace ( ro8s).

Warren's recommendation is that we need to abandon the unworkable
concept of value-added and get on with alternative ways of assessing the
effects of postsecondary education. Cameron Fincher (1985) is perhaps
less convinced that value-added is a blind alley which needs to be
abandoned, yet he is similarly skeptical in elucidating problems in its
implementation. These problems, he argues, center on: I) the develop-
ment of reliable and valid instruments to measure various educational
outcomes; 2) psychometric problems in assessing change; and 3) concep-
tual problems in interpreting college effects on achievement when most
of the variation in achievement may be due to student aptitude, prior
achievement and the quality of student learning effort rather than to
instructional variables. While not necessarily ready to abandon the con-
cept, Fincher is nonetheless skeptical about the ability of educators to
apply value-added concepts to educational issues. He suggests that "if
educators could agree on the assessable outcomes of higher education,
take the time and effort to develop suitable forms of measurement and
assessment, and restructure instructional efforts in terms of explicit
instructional objectives, vallie-added concepts of education might then be
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tPle ('ducational po ems
whasis).
rincher's points arc well taken. Ont must wonder , _ 'ether

the Issues which he elucidates are specific problems of a vain( ,ulded
approach to student assessment. A reasonable argument could be made
that educational and behavioral research in general !hive traditionally
been confronted with these and similar assessment issues. The knotty
problems of instrument validity and attributing student learning to
specific instructional practices are longstanding, a not adequately
resolved, concerns of those intercsted in the effects of schooling at all
levels (e.g. Wittrock, r986).

Responding diredly to Warren's (198,0 article, Astin ( io8sb) and
Ewell (1985) have defended valuc,added as an important contribut ion to
Our thinking about assessing (he impact of post-secondary education.
Roth authors readily admit that the approadi is not without its problems.
At the same lime, however, they argue that it has conceptual strengths
which outweigh these problems. These include; r) a focus cm actual
student developnwnt rather than typical measures of institutional "pres-
tige" or "quality" (e.g., student body selectivity, resources per student,
library size); 2) the requirement of clearly defining, in conceptual and
operational temis, the desired outcomes of college or other educational
experiences; and 3) systematic attempts at assessing the impact of educa-
tional experiences. 'they also argue, quite convindngly, that value-added
as an approach to evaluating the impacts of college has been implemented
in a systematic manner in only a few postsecondary institutions (e.g.,
Alvemo College, University of Tennessee at Knoxville, Northeast Mis-
soud State University). Thus, abandoning value-added now would be the
equivalent of dismissing an idea with considerable rational appeal "before
it has been more extensively tried, evaluated and is better understood-
(Astin, 1980, p. i I). Clearly, Astin and Ewell want to avoid throwing the
baby out with the bathwater at least until we have a chance to see how
the baby matures.

Astin and Ewell make another point in their defense of value-added.
Warren's critique, they suggest, is based almost exclusively on a single
level of analysis, i.e., student learning in a single course. Ewell concedes
the point that there may be course situations involving a well-defined,
specialized body of knowledge to which students were not previously
exposed where pretesting makes little or no sense. He further asserts that
this is far from a valid critique of the entire value-added concept, however,
since value-added is clearly useful in assessing cognitive and developmen-

, author's
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tal oulconiii's of curriodo and educational ex! :deuces more broadly
conceived than individual muses. Indeed, it is in assessing these mow
broad,based effects that value-added has bad its most t ypical application
in postsecondary education.

I seems unlikely that the current debate concerning the ut liii y of
valueadded assessment is over. Tlw term itself is too value-laden and
perhaps a bit overly pretentious in its public use by educators, In this
sense it may appear to claim more than many current appii.-ations of
value-added assessment have been able to deliver, As a result it will
probably continue to invite spirited criticism which, in turn, adds fuel to
an ongoing debate, If this debate is to contribute light as well as heat,
however, it _rnay be to our advantage to do two thing. First, we might
consider redefining value-added as the very fundamental and traditional
research question: what are the student developmental miteoMes ass
ated with exposure to all edlIeatjonol eyper fence which ran be trai-,ona
attributed to the educational experience itselt and not to other factors?
This is the "net effects" question, and it iS far from being a new concern
for educational researchers and evaluators (e.g. Campbell and Stanley,

Feldman and Newcomb, rot±o; Solmon and Taubman, io71:
Hyman, Wright and Reed, tom Bowen, io77; Astin, 1077, i9$2.).
indeed, a basic issue in educational research and evaluation has long been
the extent to which we On attribute student development to purposeful
educational experiences. This is also. I believe, the core of what a
value,added approach to student assessment is about,

Given this perspective, a second thing we might do is to place the
discourse_ about valueadded on a different level. If we are willing to
accept value-added as a potentially important approach to the assessnwnt
of student outcomes, then it behooves us to consider ways in which the
methodology of the approach might be enhanced and sharpeiwd. The
remainder of this paper will suggest and discuss a number of such
methodological enhancements.

IL Pre- to Post-Changes:
Improvement Can Be Misleading

it is often the case that the value-added or net effects of an edu ational
experience will be inferred from pre- to post-changes (say from freshman
to senior year) on some accepted measure of student development (e.g.,
critical thinking, moral reasoning reflective judgMent, ACT-COMP Seines).



Jn1nr Lu atrl y, even assuath , I he neasi nable uhal i lit y oI -km
such mean changes reflect not only the effects of cIlege. but also the
effects oi simple maturation, (Other vmiables such as history, instrument
decay, and possibly even regression artifacts if the group is extremely low
to begin with could also iinfound interprelatkm, but it is likely that
maturation over (ime would be the 1114101' confounding vat iable,) Tht. of
course, means that kmgitudinal freshman-to-senior changes probably

t ,. effect due to (ollege alone, i.e the unique effects of
rotio).
y to deal with nijiuratlon is through the use of a

contrOl group of subjects followed over the same period of time, but not
exposed to the particular rducatinnal experience (e,g.. Plant, totsz:
Telford k Plant, 1063:"Irent & Medsker. W) . In the situation where one
is assessing institutional effects; however, reasonably comparable control
8roup not Attending offA, ge ,ar i irt iii mm t difficift, if not jmpoy-iNt.,
obtain. For such situations there are alternative crosssectional or com-
bined etoss-sectional and longitudinal designs which provide reasonable
controls for maturation. Consider the cross-sectional design where fresh-
men are c,ompared with seniors on a measure of critical-thinking ability,
The freshmen, who have not been exposed to the institution, would act
as a control group for the seniors, who have theoretically benefited from
four ye4, of exposure to it. (To_better reflect the entire college experi-
ence, the measure of critical thinking might be given to freshmen upon
enrollment in the institution and to seniors in the final semester or quarter
of th..ir senior year) The difference between the average freshman and
average senior scores, statistically adjusted for differences in age, could be
used to estimate the impact of the institution on critical thinking.

There are, of course, potential problem5 with this design that must be
addressed, First, seniors probably represent a more selective group in
terms of academic ability since a portion of the least academically
proficient are likely to have flunked out or to have left for academic
reasons. Second. there is the possibility of differential recruitment or
admission criteria being used for the seniors versus the current freshmen
(e.g if the institution used a more stringent set of admissions criteria for
the current seniors as versus the current freshmen, the former might be a
more academically select group than the latter). This might also lead to
systematic group biases on a factor such as academic aptitude, which, in
turn, is likely to influence the level of critical thinking, While acknowledg-
ing that there is no ideal way to adjust for such pre-existing differences
(Lord, .1967). one might neverthdess select the freshmen to be compared

overestinmare
college

One possi
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AT Or Acr tmges sinidar to those of persi t HOIS, and
pany this with regression analysts to proykle well as ilgr-
adiusted eritical el hi kinty means for the freshman arid senior groups. The
difference between the aptitude- and age-adjuster means would likely
yield a bet ter, though still imperfect, estimate of net institutional effects.
than that yielded by simply adjusting for age alone,

Cross-sectional designs such as this have recently been employed by a

number of researchers in an attempt to separate college effects from those
of maturation (e.g.. Whitla, 1978; Mentkowski and Strait, 983). It would
also seem reasonable that such cross-sectional designs could be used in
conjunction with_ pre-post longitudinal designs to provide a clearer
picture of the influence of college versus the influence of maturation,
Because the simple longitudinal results also include the possibility of
maturational influences, they might be thought ofas the upper-bounds or
liberal estimate of fied of colkge. Conversely, the adjusted crms-
sectional results would lend to statistically remove any joint impacts of
the college experience and normal student matunition; thus providing
conservative or lower-bounds estimate of the effect of college, The
difference between the longitudinal and adjusted cross-sectional results
might be used as an estimate of normal maturation during college. dn the
absence of longitudinal data one might use die unadjusted differences
between cross-sectional freshmen and senior cohorts to represent
the upper-bounds estimate of college ef(ects. the age and aptitude
adjusted differences to represent the lower-bounds estimate, and the
difference between the unadjusted and adjusted results to represent
normal maturation.)

Another cross-sectional design which has been used to disaggregate
college effects from age or maturation effects is one which takes ad.
tage of the increasing numbers of older, nontraditional-age students ;n
American postsecondary institutions. In this design, traditional-age fresh-
men (e.g., age is), nontraditional-age freshmen (e.g., age 22), traditional-
age seniors (e.g., age 22), and nontraditional-age seniors (e.g., age 20,
might all be administered the measure of critical thinking. The effects of
college versus maturation would be estimated by comparing the freshman
to senior differences for both traditional and nontraditional students, with
age differences between traditional and nontraditional-age fresi linen and
between traditional and nontraditional-age seniors, Examples of this
design have been used in estimating the effects of formal education on the
development of reflective judgment (Perry, um) by Strange (1978),

I offer these alternative designs net because the y ore without flaws.
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estimates of the value-added or net cifects of edtieitiorvih --eriences
than do simple pre to post-changes: In terms oI otit ibutmg to our
understanding of the value-added or not effed s of
ences, pr e. to post-changes in the absencc of i contu
limited One might conceive of them as a necessary but insufficient
condition for documenting educational impacts. In most instances, the
presence of it net educational impact will be accompanied by posit ive pre,
to post-changes on measures of interest. One must be a bit cautious in this
regard. however. I?.ecent evIdence reported by Wolfle lots:0, for exam,
pie; has suggested that the general effect of colkge attendance on
Mal bernahcs achievement is to maintain precollege levels of competence.
Net of other factors. those not attending collq;e told to Adine
mathematic competence. Thus a collea (1 educational impac I may not
always be accomparned hy we= to post-improvement. or even by pre- to
post-change.

li is' precisely in this type of situation t hat the term v lue-added can be
misleading or even dysfunctional: As on est jinak of college impact,
value-added implies that something is added to the inidivitluik level of
development. In Wrne areas of development, however, the impact of
college (or other educational experiences) may be to prevent or retard
decline rather than to induce major positive changes. Consequently

proaches to value-added assessment which focus only on pre- to
post-changes may be overlooking important college effects,

they
As ihleri at

vide sornetvl

aLro ill t lie

III. Direct and Indirect Impacts

would argue that value-added assessment is made increasingly rife
and useful in terms of its policy implications as it becomes more specific
and focused. At the individual college level, this suggests the importance
of identifying specific institutional experiences which enhance student
development. Aswssments for this purpose are often more fine-grained in
conceptualization and analysis than those which are limited to determin-
ing the net effects of-college Of some particular educational experwnce. At
he multi.institutional level, we have some exemplary applicatio .f this



h WI Astin
and ally du!: , ch involves &ti

he associabons
academic Milior, t,

mem, interai lion with lac outcon
measures of ac-tue eel cut trduat
ties) with the confounding tallier udent pre-i
aptitude, secondary school achiemuen
catty, 'I he result is an estimate of the elfect of a pariludar colkgiatc
experience independent of differences in student prvcollege traits,

When multiple regression is employed tr., assess these pallid! associ
tlon college experiences g Ind college outcomes, the resultant

coefficients (either standardized or metric) can be interpreted
as et4nhitv5 ol the net or direct influence of a particular variable Mollie,
I Qt30, Thus, in addition to estimating the extent to which iM institution
facilitates the development of critical-thinking bility from freshman to
senior vear a vaItieadded approach might ako attempt to identify thow
particular itistitticnul exlierienee,* that have nontrivial net associations
with critical thinking, 'Ow results of these and similar analyses can provide
wieful information in terms of focusing attention on those potentially
manipok-kle collegiate experiences that may causally influence the clever
()mad critical thinking (e:g.. raticular courses or course-taking
patterns, interaction with faculty). It is important to stress

,

the previous sentence, since attributions of causalitv with correlational
data are tenuous at best.

Such analyses are an important extension of value.added assessment
and have been the analytic model for many benchmark studies of IIw
influence of college on student dcvelopnwnt (see reldman and Newcomb
tobo; Bowen, 1977), At the same time, however, these analyses are
limited in their capacity to estimate the full range of a variable's influence.
Because student pre college characteristics and measures of the college
experience typically have substantial correlations between and among
themselves, there is usually a substantial portion of the explained variance
which cannot be uniquely attributed to any particular independent vari.
able. This is typically referred to aS the joint or redundant effects of
student pre.colkge traits and the collegiate experience (Cohen & Cohen,
1975), igure 1 presents a schematic diagram showing the various unique
(net) and joint or redundant effects.

Joint or redundant effects have often gone unanalyzed. In a classic
paper, however. Alwin and Hauser ( ro75)suggest that when independent

Acne espetiene
ricittit involve,

standaidi;.eil
conct'j v,t1-
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variables a e in a cchal writiCrice, Utiatialyzed joint effects may be
attributable to effect s transmitted through intervening causes. Recent
evidence, for examrle, has ..uggested that exposure to preenrollment
freshmen orientation may have little direct influence on first-year persis
tence/withdrawal behavior. However, such orientation experiences may
facilitate initial student social integration in college which, in turn, posi
tively influences persistence (Pascardla, Terenzini, & Wolfle, 4960). These
are the indirect effects of a variable, and until comparatively recently they
have been largely ignored in research on the impact of college on student
development. With the increasing acceptance and use of causal model-
ing as a research and analytical methodology, however, this need not
continue. Causal modeling, which is essentially an attempt to fit a
theoretical, explanatory model to a matrix of correlations among vari-
ables. is the subject of a number of excellent discussions (e.g., Anderson
& Evans, 4974: Heise, 4975: Wolfle, iotlo; Maruyama & Walberg, 1962;
and Wolfle, 4965).

Developing a causal model forces one to think theoretically, and.
therefore, specifically and parsimoniously. One must specify not only the
important variables (i.e., hypothesized causal influences) to be included in



but also thc causal urderiru. am I I hr pattern of
paths.) alnong vadat/les, 1 hese relat ionsinps ore the, I expressed aS
ral equations. Structural equations, which are typically solved by
ion analysis, sjwcify how each variable (including the criterion) is

illy antecedent variables in the model.
An important purpose of causal modeling is to portray the wstem of

indirect 4$ well as direct influences in a causal system. Consequently one
is able to estimate not only the net direct influence of a sarale on som
Outcome (i.e,, the regression coefficient), but also the extent to which that
variable influences intervening variables which, in turn, affect the out-
come. The latter, of course, are the indirect effects, and are simply the sum
of the products Of diiect effects through variables intervening between
the variable in question and the outcome measure.

Because causal mudding permits one to portray the patterns of indirect
s well as direct effects on some outcome, it yields a more complete

imation of the total effect (direct + indirect) of any particular variable.
A5 such, clusal modeling is a potentially important t4 rlmpn in v
added assessment, particularly if one is interested in understanding the
process by which student development occurs rather than nwrely predict-
ing its occurrence. it is frequently the Citse that, net of other influences, a
particular variable may have only a trivial or non-significant direct effect
on student development, yet its indirect influence may be substantial and
statistically significant By their very nature traditional regression analy.
ses that focus on prediction will overlook this indirect influence, and lead
to conclusions that the variable has an unimportant influence on student
development.

Recent causal modeling analyses of the national Cooperative Institu-
tional Research Project samples, for example, have suggested that college
experience variables, such as place of residence and the size and complex-
ity of the institution attended, have few ifany net direct effects on student
oukomes such as educational aspirations, academic self%-concept, social
self-concept, or humanitarian/civic involvement values, They do, how-
ever, have significant indirect effects that are transmitted through their
influence on level of student social and extracurricular involvement
during college. Similarly, while academic achievement during college did
not directly affect the subsequent occupational or economic attainments
of individuals, it did have an important indirect effect on them by
enhancing educational attainment (Pascarella, 1985b, 19850 Pascarella,
Smart, Ethington and Nettles, io$0; Pascarella, Smart Sr Stoecker, 1986).

; The point to be made here is not that value-added assessment should
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concenwd with the particular variables in he above analyse! Rather
it is to suggest I hat the concern of causal mockling with understanding
the patterns of direct and indirect influences in a longitudinal process can
provide a more complete and accurate estimation of the influence ot
specific educational experiences On student development. As such il is an
important tool for sharpening the focus and increasing the understanding
yielded by value.added analyses.

IV. An Example of the Use of Causal Models
in Value-Added Assessment

One area where causal modeling might significantly enhance value-added
assessment is in estimating the influence of differential coursework and
curricular patterns on cognitive development. It seems reasonable to
assume that the nature of one's academic progr.un will be a Milior, if not
the maim, inikwoc, on learning and cognitive devdopment during
colkge. Recent evidence from secondary school samples, for example,
suggests that differential (wilt itative comse work accounts for much of
the gender difference in Scholastic Aptitude 'test mathematics scores
(Pallas and Alexander. r983). Thus. one might hypothesiee that differer,
hal patterns of course work taken during college will hove important
direct effects on hmv much a student learns and in what areas he or she
learns it (Pace, 1979).

Beyond direct effects on learning, however, one might also be inter-
ested in how a student's academic experience indirectly influences cogni-
live outcomes by influencing the different dimensions of student involve-
ment in college, Astin ( 984) defines student involvement as the extent
or amount of physical and psychological energy that the student devotes
to the academic experience, Involvement includes not only time spent
studying and in laboratories, but also time spent interacting with faculty
and participation in cultural, artistic and extracurricular activities which
en:,:.nce the intellectual impact of the institution. Much of the research of
Astin (es., Astin, 1977, 1982, r98sal and others (e.g., Pasearella, 198o;
`Terenzini Pascarella, 198o; Volkwein, King Sr Terenzint, 1986) has
underscored the importance of student involvement is an influence on
cognitive development. Apparently a good deal of what students learn
during college is the direct result of their own efforts, These efforts, of
course, are no doubt a function of individual student attributes. Net of
these attributes, however, they are also likely to he formed. in part at least,
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by th naluu e of the student's academic tid rsowork ex ,rier
Moho( cif organiling or quantifying student coursework
taking patterns re tittered by Blackburn, Armstrong, Conrad, I )i/111

McKune (1970: Prather, Williams et Wadley (1070); Becker) (1,3821;
McCombs & Smith (1986); and Ratcliff (1980).

Recently Pace ( ;984) has developed an inslonnent ( he Collr ge Stu:
dent Experiences Questionnaire) that measures the student's -1
effort or involvement in various activities (e.g., studying, readitig, attei
lug cultural events, interacting with faculty and pecis) during college,
The CSEQ is _essentially a series of scales that estimate the amount,
scope and quality of effort students invest in using the facihlies
and opportunities provided by the institution, As such, the CSLQ is a
potentially important instrument for ASseSsing Astin's (1984) concept of
"Involvement."

Employing the CSEQ, one might develor an ephnlury model ot
learning and cognitive devi. opnicrit in college which posits that student
courseevotkicutilculat patt , A ((nu, tioti of tide .1nd
various student backgrount cial origins, educa,

Figure 2: A General Causal Mødel tor Asses Mg !he Fflacta of Student Coursework
and Curricular Pallorns on Student Learning and Cognitive Development
During College

Sludent Bachgreund
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D. 'Academic Aptitude

'School Achievement
'Social Origin%
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Measures ot Cognitive

Development
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Sludont Coursewurk

and
Curricular Patterns

Student LoarninQ and
Cognitive Development

student Involve ent
g. 'Studying

' Reading
'Use of Facilities
' Interactions with

Peers and Faculty
*Academic Effort



Ilona! itul 0Cttlpdlt)t1.1l aspirations, 1..,,enderi: hi two net of aptitude and
kgrourid characterist ics, oursework and curt wide pal krIlti Wt. add be

expected to directly influence extent of student involvement. Finally,
ineasures of learning and cognitive develooment al the cud of college
would be seen OS a function of entering academic aptitude and student
background characteristics. coursework and curricular patterns, and
extent of student involvement. Figure 2 is a graphic portrayal ot the
general causal model.

Estimation of this model would permit determination of the total
impact of differential coursework and curricular patterns on measures of
student learning and cognitive development at the end of college. One
would be able to estimate not only the net direct effects, but also the
indirect influence through student involvement. The indirect effects
would indicate the extent to which the institution's major structural
mchanism for influencing student cognitive development (i.e., the aca-
demic program) does so by influencing students involvement in their
own learning. Such evidence might suggest ways of structuring student
coursework or curricular pattern% to maximize both the direct and indirect
effects on learning and cognitive growth.

V. General Ver us Conditional Effects

This issue concerns the level at which value-added or net educational
effects arc assessed, Most existing attempts at value-added assessment at
the institutional level have assumed that the impacts of educational
experiences are general, that is, that the impact is essentially the same for
all students. This assumption certainly has the appeal of parsimony (i.c,
other things being equal, the simplest explanation is often (he optimal
one). It can be argued, however, that assuming only general effects in
one's analytic or assessment model ignores individual differences among
students attending the same institution or exposed to the same educa-
tional experiences to produce conditional rather than general effects.
Thus, the magnitude of the influence of certain educational experiences on
student development may vary for students with different characteristics
(e.g., level of entering aptitude, degree of prior exposure to, or compe-
tence in specific course content, level of intellectual orientation). Condi-
tional relationships such as this might well be overlooked in assessment
approaches which consider only general effects. In certain situations this
may lead one to conclude that effects of specific educational experiences
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are trivial, when in fact they may have pronounced pa'1h yr tIled s for
certain subgroups of students (Poscarella, t a),

The notion of conditional effects determined by the interaction of
individual differences among students with different methods of teadring
or the presentation of course content is a respected tradition in instruc-
tirmal research. Here it is typically referred to as aptitude x treatment
interaction (Cronbach & Snow, 1977). Underlying its application in
instructional research, however, is the more general perspective, sup-
ported by the psychology of individi ii differences, that not all individu-
als will benefit equally from the same educational experience. This idea
may run somewhat counter to state-initiated mandates for accountability
in which institutions are expected to demonstrate certain levels of effec-
tiveness in promoting cognitive and other development for all students.
Nevertheless, the consideration of conditional effects might well function
to sharpen the focus of value-added assessment at the institutional level
and enable it to better kkntify those particular students who are benefit,
ing most or least from certain educational experiences. This information
could then be used to focus institutional efforts on those student con-
stituencies where its efforts appear to be least effective. Applications of
the investigation of conditional effects in postsecondary education are
shown in the work of Holland (1963) for career choice and academic
achievement; Pfeifer (1976) for race and grades; Buenz and Merril (i968),
Domino ( r96t3), Pascarella (108), Ross & Rakow ( r981), and Stinard &
Dolphin 0980 for different instructional approaches; Pascarella & Term-
zini (1979) and Bean (1985), in research on student attrition from college;
and Pascarella, Smart. Ethington & Nettles 0980 in research on the
development of self-concept during college.

VI. Are Value-Added Analyses Valuable?

My answer to this original question of the paper is a cautious yes."
Undoubtedly, a value-added type approach can make potentially impor-
tant contributions to our knowledge about institutional impact. My
cautions have to do with the term itself and with the need for its rigorous
application at the institutional level if we are to provide policy makers
with accurate and useful assessments of institutional impact. As I have
argued above, value-added is perhaps current and overly pretentious
terminology for a long-standing and basic issue in educational research;
namely, what are the net effects of educational experiences on student



cognit ive and non-cognitive development? It may be to our vmIae in
the future to remind ourselves of this, for in doing so we can move more
directly _to substantive conceptual and methodological ci

Based on the above definition of the value-added approach, I [ove
argued that a major concern shoukl be on ways in,which ww can enhance

validity and usefulness of results yielded by value.added assessments,
'Jo this end three methodological issues were discussed, First, it was
argued that simple average change or improvenwnt on some measure, of
student development often provides a miskading estimate of the long-

effects of college. Alternative cross-sectional designs combined with
al controls were suggested as ways to arrive at a more accurate

estimate of the net effect of college.
Second, it was suggested that value-added analyses betome increas-

ingly useful in terms of policy as they increase (heir focus on the specific
aspects of the collegiate experience which may affect student develop
ment: In addition to estimating the net effects of an institution, do they
increase our understanding of how that institution functions to influence
student development? To this end, causal modeling was suggested as an
approach _to value-added assessment whkh: r) provided a theoretical

plate for understanding (he process by which the effects of college or
.r educational experiences occur, and 2) permitted one to obtain a

more complete estimate of the impact of various college experience
measures by estimating both direct and ildirect effects on stodent
outcomes,

Third, it was suggested that value-added assessments that consider
only the general effects of college disregard the very real possibility that
not all students may benefit equally from the same educational experi-
ences. Despite their usefulness in terms of a parsimonious estimate of
educational effects, average differences or correlations may conceal as
much as they reveal (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969). The more revealing
question in terms of both policy and understanding of the complex
dynamics of institutional impact is: what kinds of students change in what
ways when exposed to what kinds of educational experiences?

Finally, it should be pointed out that the accountability movement and
its attendant concern for assessing the student development outcomes of
postsecondary education is likely to be with us for some time. Ewell
(1986) has suggested that no less than 16 states have, or are currently in
the process of developing assessment plans for estimating the outcomes
of public postsecondary education. This suggesis_ that a gOod deal of
postsecondary education policy, and perhaps even funding. will be based
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An Asscssment _f Asses ent

1111'0(1111 /15N il( t7r

I am flattered to be on this dist ingilislwd program-- awed by the
audience and du, assignment. I'm neither a testing/assessment specialist
nor a foot soldier in the assessment movement. What I know comes from
looking out my window, first at Hesii, and now at AA1111, at the general flow
of events in higher education.

So for courage. I turned to the inspiring words of Yogi Berra,
said: "You can observe a lot by just watching:"

For about 18 months my colleagues and I at Am it have been waichi
in fascination as assessment surfaced into a major public issue. What we
see is lots of confusionconfusion even about what assessment is.

Given ihis state of affairs. I thought I might first try to describe what
the "it- is and what seems to be taking place around the country in the
name of assessment, Then I'll try to draw back and comment on where we
might go from here.

nec

A Play of Four Acts

I've come to think of assessment as a play that has unfolded in four acts.
In our current discussions, we tend to forget that the play has been
running quite a while, so I'd like to balance this by concentrating
especially on the earlier acts.

Act I

Act I is titled, -An Idea Is Born." Scene I takes place, not on campus, not
even in America, but in Great Britain. The time is World War IL

The British were faced with the problem that the corps of officers to
serve in the military had to be very rapidly expanded. Some method had
to be invented for selecting who from the rank and file would make good
officers.



tkciioi ii1l! wen, 1.1 up and candidates tvcre put
through a ser These rwtuulei.l standardived intelligence
tests and five other paper-md-peucil psyi_ hological tests, Lai n candidate
nia' also interviewed by a three-per,on team consisting of a psychian
a deput y from the selection board, and another officer,

But this wasn't all. The centerpiece experience was a series of stand L

ized performance situations, 'I he candidates had to do things like (

interview someone playing the role of the candidate's subordinate, (2)
give a "morale- pccch, (3) lake command of a group and lead ii to
accomplish a task, and (4) perform in a leaderless group situation, such as
improvising an escape. Al final conference, all the people who had
observed the candidate would get together to discuss the candidate's
suitability for officer status.

In the summer of 1943, n American official frorn the newly
Office of Strategic Services observed all this and brought it back to u
was faced with a task similar to that of the British: Who should be sent
behind enemy lines?

oss took the British methods and added a new trio edient. A team ot
Harvard psych-ilogists led by I lenry Murray w s enticed to work on the
problem too; their belief was that, by carefully observing how ptople
behaved in various situations, one could inter underlying patterns of
personality. By systematically varying the nature of situations individuals
were put in, it was possible to construct a -picture of the who,,, person."

By war's end, Murray's theories and all the wartime experim als had
come together into a new tradition called "assessment:" As Lorine
Loacker from Al verno College has reminded us, the word has Latin roots,
oa plus sedere means, hterally. "to sit down beside:.

This ends Scene I. 'techniques like the leaderkss discusion group and
the inbaskct exercise gradually seeped into indmtry and government.
But by and large these new methods were pooh.poohed by psychologists
and testing professionals. The tradition might have died were it not for
Douglas Bray, a researcher at Arkr.

Act I, Scene II, opens at AT&T in the mid-fifties. Bray was hired hi
establish a new program of basic research on managerial careers. To obtain
baseline data for his studies, he established what he called an assessment
center and put samples of AT&T employees through 3 r/2-day assess-
ments at these centers. And you guessed it he demonstrated that
assessment methods were smashingly successful at identifying who
AT&T'S successful managers would be.

Word fikered out through industrial psychologists, and soon major
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iThrdh41 starting , ssment i1ter. Bray's scientific methods
reinforced the intuition of corporate leaders thu l the abilities heing
measured %vcre the ones thot really counted . in the
ws the assessment center concept took off,
Thus, an idea was horn that would soon travel to ir
I've told this story at length because it helps underscore a fund inental

point about assessment, Oliver Wendell I tolmes once said that "a word
is but the skin ot a living thought: 'nue thought that lives inside the word

lent" is a different thought from tile one that lives inside words
like test and "testing,"

Eirst of all, assessment focuses beyond what on individual knows to
abilities brought into play as the individual actually prolotois a task.

When we apply for a driver's license, we take a "test" on our knowl-
edge of the rules of the road.] hen we go out and give a sample of our
ability to drive or at lc,isl parallel park. The first is a test of knowledge,
the second on assessment of competent performance.

ore killed parallel parking.)
(Granted, the sample is not what it might be, ch year

Assessment also hos a second. crucial characleris
ment is a methodology of mithiple judgor.mts. Cand dotes are put in

nrs situations, For the "purists,- at least one Of these situations shmild
a simulation --like the inn basket test, where individuals work for

several hours on a variety of things in their in-box, and then explain why
they did what they did. Expert judgments oC various assessors are wain/
before a final conclusion is reached.

Thus, a single poper.and-pencil test, a single panel
o single performance excercise -when then is no po sers
to judgeis not, technically speaking, on assessment,

This ends Act I. In the next three acts, three different groups of aetors
come onto the stage. They all sorrow from this tradition ond carry on
work in the name of assessment. But this is about all they have in common,
Under the label assessment, they are really pursuing quite different ends.

COrt'

Act II

In Act It of the play, assessment is brought onto the college ampus. The
lime is the 19705, though there are flashbacks to earlier periods. The
actors are principally individuals who work directly with sludentsfac=
ulty and counselors on the cuff' g edge of various movements in educa-
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_irinal telorm,
'hey belong to different &kpartrnent s, usually awn aware of each

other's work, and don k of themselves AS pioneOrS of o new move-
nwnt. What they shart is a common interest in pushing higher learning
heyond a focus on teachMg and evaluating what si udents kooto to
teaching and evaluating what they can do that is, to a focu- on abilities
required for effective performance.

One scene takes place in admissions and counseling offices on cam-
ruses that began dealing with large numbers of returning adult students.
Some way is needed to help these adults translate their checkered
educational backgrounds and informal learning into a ci rrency that can be
awarded academic credit. So these actors start asking their students to
develop portfolios that can document their knowledge and competence.
The Council for the Assessment of Experiential Learning is created to set
standards for this process.

In another scene, faculty in occupational and professional
struggle to define the competencies required for effective per e in
their fields, They are bothered by the lack of fit between what', .iught in
the clasroom and whal colintS on the job. Thy him h) the ,v,,eswent
tradition to bring the two worlds closer together.

The field of leacher education offers the latest example of a profes
sional field turning to assessment. The "Holmes group" and the Carnegie
Forum have recently issued maior reports, calling for the transformation
of teaching into e. full.fledged profession. Carnegie has called for the
creation of a new national board that will develop standards and proce-

res for entering the profession. Look closely at the initial vision for this
process, developed by Lee Shulman and Gary Sykes of Stanford, and
you'll seenot testingbut assessment. Candidates for teaching cer-
tificates will not simply take written tests but undergo full-fledged,
2-1/2-day "assessments": in-basket exercises, video-taped samples of
actual teaching, "the woiks:'

In the final scene in Act II, actors in liberal arts colleges and general
education programs also turn to assessment. In I93. Alverno College in
Milwaukee decides to take abilities out from the shadows of the assumed
curriculum and mzke them into an explicit "second curriculum:" To help
assess whether their students are indeed acquiring these abilities, they
establishwith the help of AT&Tan assessment center. Others don't
go as far as Alverno. But the idea that abilities like critical thinking,
communicating, problem-solving, and making value decisions are central,
and should be explicitly taught, slowly flows into the bloodstream. The
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16 the players in Acl II, then, assessment is a crucial dimension of
effective teaching. Rather than view tests and exams as an afterthought
things that get administered at the end of a course because a record needs
to be kept tlwy view them as a way to give students feedback on their
performance.

A final scene in this act takes place inside the medical profession. Years
ago, McMasters University in Canada converted to a curriculum that
focused learning around real problems of medical practice. Rather than
stuff students full cf knowledge for two years and then place them in
clinical practice, thc:' start their students off, from day one, working in
collaborative teams, solving problems, acquiring abilities of lifelong
learning.

Last year, Harvard began an experimental program, called New Path-
ways, based on thi approach, and this has boosted its national visibilit!,
Assessment, in all tf is. is the key. FIPSE's round of grants for assessment,
just announced, inckdes grants to the University of New Mexico's school
of Medicine to establish a medical self-assessment center and to five New
Ergland universities to implement skills assessments for fourth-year
medical students.



Act 11

Alter an intermission, Act Ill opens on a very different note, 1 he scene
shifts to stale capitols around the country, The time is the late ro7c
early o8os. The central actors are legislators and governors, and campus
leaders who deal with them,

All of you are familiar with the particular chain of evenk that aroused
interest in the quality of our schools and colleges. \ ttention focuses first
on he need for a larger pool of talented student.1 in math nd scienc
Then. with the release of the report, A Nation at Risk, this turns into a
generalized concern about the quality of high schools. After seveial years
of school reform, concern spills over into how things are going at the
college and university level.

Even before the qualit y of undergraduate education became a popular
issue, some states began worrying about students being admitted to
collegeand advancing who seem to lack basic academic skills.
Understandably, the states turn to the tools they used to enforce new
standards on the schools: mandated tests. New Jersey begins the parade
in 377,75 with a statewide program of testing eotei ing college students
for basic skills. Georgia follows with a basic skills test for "rising luntors:'
Florida mandates both. Thnnessee steps forward with a required entry-
level test and a new twist, financial incentives for institutions to assess
their twoyear and four-year outcomes.

Much of this is done in the name of assessment. But needless to say, this
version of assessment, motivated primarily by a concern for maintaining
minimum standards of entry and academic progress, is a far cry from the
assessment tradition we saw earlier. Minimum competency testing often
relics on a single test as a basis for judgment. The test results are used
selection and comparisonas hurdles for students, and, further, as a basis
for drawing comparisons among institutions

As this act unfolds, these early state initiatives draw lots of fire. The
presidents of Educational Testing Service and the College Board, to their
credit, both speak out against overrelying on standardized tests to
enforce minimum standards. They argue that:

the focus on minimum competencies will skew priorities away from the
more advanced knowledge and abilities that are also the concern of
colleges;
one shouldn't rely on a single test for advancement to matriculant or
junior status, any more than one should rely just on a SAT score to
determine admission to college;



one shouldn' take perk)rmancr ori on sti ardiecl vxiln; and use
these to infer things about the qualit y of prograiiis students passed
through. The exams were simply not designed for this purpose.

Evidence, opecially from Hon- , about die effect of minimum compe-
tency testing on minorities gives these arguments special poignancy and
force.

Two years ago, educators feared that versions of the "Flori.oa model"
to other states, But because of arguments like those just

cite nd the effects or a minimum competency testing on minorities, the
pressure seems now to have cased. Impressive governors such as Thomas
Kean of New Jersey and John Ashcroft of Missouri have chaired thought-
ful studies about how states should act to bring about quality improve
ment. The state-level conversation about assessment i now framed by
their reports.

Peter Ewell of NCHEMS, Who scouts the state policy t,!rrain better than
anyone I know, reports that the states now seem to be sirting themselves
out into three basic camps.

First, there are states that lean toward the Florida end of the scale and
Ime, or are serkiusly considering, statewide mandated tests of various
kinds. A few of these states (New Jersey, Texas, and Maryland come to
mind) have backed off the idea of rising-junior exams, and are refocusing
their attention on entry testing and longer-term developmental work on
outcomes.

Second, there are states that are setting statewide objectives for
assessment, but permitting institutions to develop their own ways of
finding out and reporting on how these objectives are being met, The
state might say, we want you to report on student achievement in general
educationyou figure out what particular instruments to use.

A third category of states is requiring that institution:: undertake
concrete, regular investigations of educational outcomes in relation to
their own instructional goals. In effect, they are say: Show us that yoU
have a good assessment process in place.

In all cases, however, the states are saying: We're tired of looking at
college quality in terms of faculty/student ratios, library books, buildings
and equipment, and other resources. We want you to measure college
quality in terms of actual student learning.

One last point: Some states are also putting money on one or two
nstitutions to be guinea pigs. In some cases, the initiative comes from the
state; in others, campuses have stepped forward on their own and the
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statt has recogrized their leadership. So now, Miss( Uri kis its Northeast
Missouri State; Virginia has James Madison University; New Jersey has
Kean College; Colorado has Colorado State; and New York has Hat tsburg
and Lnipire State all engaged in programs of assessment.

Act IV

In Act IV, the stage shifts back to the campus. But the actors are n
original innovators who first led the assessment movement, This time,
they are vice presidents, deans, directors of offices of institutional
research, department chairs, and others concerned about evaluating aca-
demic programs and the effects of the overall campus experience.

They feel vulnerable to charges that they really don-r have much
evidence about how their student., are really performing. Some believe
that it's important to take preventive action: "If more assessment is to be
done, better us than someone else:' Others have more authentic educae
tional interests, and concede the point: We chouhl 1.now tilore about how
our students are doing.

Those that have thought hard about these marers also eoncede that
our present evaluation activities fall short in two crucial respects,

Most campuses have offices of institutional research, In the early days,
these offices evaluated curricula, assessed student achievement, predicted
student success, compared different leaching methods, and studied stu-
dent attitudes and satisfaction. But in the roOos, with the arrival of
computers and new pressures for managerial information, the focus of
most of these offices shifted, They now produce reports on student flow,
costs per credit hour, faculty salaries, surveys of teaching loads, and a
dozen other topics deemed important for planning and budgetingbut
unrelated to student learning.

Consequently, we know a lot about how students are administered, but
very little about whether they are learning anything. The promise of the
early efforts at institutional research has gone unfulfilled.

Second, the researchers who are asking important questions about
student learning are doing so on a scparatc and independent track from
the decision makers on and off campus who might use the results. As
Dock Bok points out in his new book, Higher Learning, research studies on
the impacts of the undergraduate experience have rarely come about at
the request of faculty members or deans. The questions researchers have
asked are not necessarily the questions that deans and faculty members
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want answeredor governors,
There are, as always, notable exceptions, This past year, the compre.

hensive assessment programs cif Alverno College, the University of
Tennesse-Knoxville, and Northeast Missouri Stateall described in
Peter Ewell's timely book, The Self-Revrdiv hishilition --have become
highly visible national modds, But three out of 3,000 isn't a very big
number.

Now, a new generation of efforts is starting up. Even the prestigious
universities and hot colleges are feeling the necd to be able to talk about
their quality from a position of strength that is, with evidence. At
Harvard, Derek Bok has asked Richard Light, an expert on evaluation
from the Kennedy School of Government, to organize a new project, Each
month several dozen key faculty and administrators are getting together,
joined by guests from other campuses, to ask questions about issues like:

Writing. What is the concrete evidence that we are really leaching this
ability well? What do we know about what works?
Instruction. What methods an, in place for gi vine, 1),ctilly "fast feed-
back" on their efiectiveness?
Programs like New Pathways. How can these approaches be eval-
uated?

Act IV is still going on. In my version of the last scene, all the actors
come out onto the stage and move around, passing each other. At first
they pass each other without recognition, then notice each other but
aren't sure what to do. They turn and look to the center, waiting for
leadership.

A Pop Quiz

So much for the play. Now for a pop quiz.
Assessment is:

A. A specific tradition of evaluation based on theories and methods
distinct from those that underlie tests and testing.

B. Part of a new movement toward more active teaching and learning,
that focuses on performance, multiple judgments about this perfor-
mance, and feedback to the student.

C. The label for a new state insistence that campuses maintain minimum
standards and demonstrate what students are actually learning.



1), 'Me la -1 for a renewed cam-ius intere!,t in collecting information
about student performance tha is useful for evaluating the effective-
ness of programs and the overall camjnis experience.

F. All of the above.

You got it. It's all of the above which is why the
confusing, depressing, and exciting.

flav is at once

A Better Script

Well, what about it? Should the play go on? Actually, it will go on, no
matter what the reviews are in The Chrouide of I Uglier Eiltictthin What we
can influence is the quality of the performance,

Daniel Yankelovich has noted that public issues tend to go through
cycles. First there is a consciousness-raising phase, a time when we
become aware that a problem exists, Then there is a phase that he calls the
"working through process" when the issues become clarified, the implica.
tioiis understood. Finally there is the phase when we settle into a common
judgment that informs a course of action.

Campuses and states are now strung out along various points of the
working-through process. A handful of campuses and a half-dozen states,
early leaders in the movement, have made up their rninds about what
should be done, but most have not, This means that there is time to do
things right,

The question is, how are we going to use this time? At the moment, the
campus engagement with assessment is a mile wide and an inch deep. Are
we going to regard assessment as an issue to finesseto dispose of as
quickly as possible? Or are we going to take it to the level it deserves
and deal with the deeper questions about our educational purposes?

If the latter, each of the actors in the drama has some challenging
questions to work through,

The States

Take the states. The first question the states must face up to is: Do we
want our campuses simply to document student performance or really
improve it?

In the negative scenario, the stales will simply lay on new layers of
tests and reporting requirements, and misuse the data collected for
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simplistic institutional corn risons. (Given the pendia', r sihstic.il
measures of quality control and America's love of score'keeping , we kid
ourselves if we think that data, once collected, won't he u mu!
misused for comparisons)

In the positive scenario, the states would say: "You'v n tor
(which is true); we don't want you to go on assuming that your st dents
are learning; we want you to collect and confront evidence on II ,c point;
and we want you to do so in a way that the information conies act ually
to be used to improve the education you provide:'

A second question for the states is: What level of performance do we
have in mind?

To date, the campus dialogue with the states has turned on minimum
standards, It's like the dialogue that started in the late 19705 between the
automobile industry and the larger public. When the autonwbile industry
turned out cars that had defective brakes, doors that rattled, and so on, the
public got fed up and demanded improvement.

Our own equivalent to cars with defetive brakes are sludenk who
accept public student-aid funds and then don't show up for class; athletes
who are carried along without meeting minimum expectations for aca-
demic performance: and graduates who cannot write clear sentences. The
public has a right to feel outraged about these things. We should too.

But all this defines a quality product as one that is absent of obvious
. We should all hope that the public expects more of our students

and our colleges, and we exped inore of ourselves, than this!
The difficulty, of course, is that higher standards are harder to agree on,

It's easy to agree on minimums. But as we aspire to higher levels, we run
into the problem that standards can be set only in the context of some
definition of what objectives arc most important to us. If we want to
purchase a car that is not simply free of obvious defects, but performs at
a higher level, we have to answer another set of questions: Do wc care
most about gas mileage, in which case we'd buy a small, light car; or
safety, in which case we'd buy a heavier car7 Lacking such judgments, we
can't really evaluate what we mean by higher performance,

So it is with students What learning during the college years do we
care most about? Are we satisfied if our students acquire enough special-
ized knowledge to find a professional, technical, or managerial job? Or do
we want them to have the capability to improve their jobs, and learn new
jobs over their careers? And how about attitudes such as tolerance of
people different from them, or feeling responsible for others?

A third question is: Do we want to improve performance, whate er the



thecost, or do we i r-ovement in a (Tffitt'Xi Of oven, ial
needs?

The shortest and esiest way to improve quit ty, in ono view, to raise
admissions standards and let in only those students who are aideiniciIIy
gifted and easy to teach,

liut we can't maintain our democratic way ot life on into the next
century by simply focusing our educational energies On the top 2 5
percent or even so percent ----of high school graduates. Everything I
read about work in the new economy and citizenship in the information
age suggests that we must broaden the base of talent as well:

We are going to earn our national living, not because oldlashioned
entrepreneurs establish new organizations along Taylorist principles,
but because whole orsivizalions are dynamicthat is, staffed with
managers and workers who are enterprising and capable of change. As
Rosabeth Kanter puts it, die new entrepreneurship consists of "thou-
sands of little battles of people with initiative
Twenty years ago, I used to teach my political science students that
political Information flowed in two-stage process. Party loaders and
other elites would pass the cues about what to do along to the rank and
file. Now, courtesy of Dan Rather. every citizen learns what Reagan
said to Gorbachev at the same tim:. as Bob Dole and Tip O'Neil, and
we don't wait for ihent to make up our minds,

In brief, shortcut strategies to quality improvement don't meet our real
needs. We have to expatul access mid improve quality at the same time.

The Campus

Whether or not the states are willing
depends on whether campus leaders take assessment as a serious issue and
then move it in positive directions.

Peter Ewell reports that many campuses now see assessment as some-
thing to be undertaken for the sake of appearances. Committees are being
set up simply as a response to external pressures. Their work is not
connected to curriculum planning or review, budget planning or review,
or any other decisions that count.

A negative scenario is not hard to foresee Assessment, so managed.
will become another bureaucratic add-on. In addition to taking course
examinations, students will have to take a new battery of exams adminis-
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bled by offidals in some remote oifi( e_ ilu fruity 1 ,atd this as
yet another plot by administrators to hassle theit lives

Alternatively, earilptis k.aders could view the mergence of I he assess
men( Isstle as a timely moment to reengage serious and basic question..
What are Our students really learning? What ore they like when they
leave? I low can we improve our contribution to their development?

The good news, from those carnmises that have taken this pal h, is t hat
it is good for one's health. At Alyerno, Northeast Missouri Stale, and
Tennessee-Knoxville, the interest in assessment started as an administra,
Live initiative. But the faculty, initially suspicious, were brought into the
process and $oon assumed ownership of it. Assessment turned up evi-
dence that has prompted real program inlprovements. The process has
enhanced their visibility and prestige. Enrollments are up, And assessment
has justified increased funding.

The cautious news is that each of these models came about through a
long, evolutionary process. The stimulus and the support came over a
decade ago. The Tennessee Commission on Higher Education, the stimu-
lus for the UT-Knoxville's Wolk, started working on a perforinance4ond.
ing project in the mid- ianos. Alverno introduced its curriculum in io73,
Northeast Missouri has been at this about (he same period of time. The
quick fix just isn't in the cards.

Testing and Accrediting Agencies

Much will also depend on the attitudes take a and rules played by the
testing agencies and other organizations that provide essential products
and set standards for quality,

Testing and assessment require expertise. Colleges need help to do it
right. But the kind of help they need, in the first instance, is not a test but
a servicr. They need someone to talk to who can say, "If you want to
measure this learning outcome, or that program, then here are the tools
that are available:' They need primers and guides for how to get started,
how to clarify and put values on the outcomes they want to assess, and
how to frame issues in the most productive way.

In a context, then, of understanding and authoritative advice, coil Tes
will need new instruments for measuring student performance. But hey
don't need full-course, take-it-or.leave-it meals so much as menus and
access to cafeterias of products, in various price ranges, from which they
can select what's most useful producf- they can build into their own,
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0)11 grt tsvil flflirflt programs
Some of these prodi t might be standaidiied losk, lint not nec ly

he ones novv On the sh, or at least not in the package they now ctone
in. The difficnity with present instruments is that they ore designcd tor
purposes of selection. Given this purpose, the tests are constructed so as
to spread out student differences for the purpose of rehitive rankings:
The iikal test item is ono which 50 percent of the studenk answer
correctly, arid 5o percent fail.

The answers on this sort of test can't tell us what students know
do in relation to some criterion of actual performance, but simply on how
well they perform relative to the others taking the test. Accordingly,
these answer, are not very mefol for the purpose of giving feedback to
students, or for evaluating the quality of the academic program they
experienced. Indeed, in the case of a number of standardized tests,
students and institutions can't even obtain the information about what
they answered right and wrong, The scores they receive are scores
derived from the performance of all the test takers.

I'm just a country lawyer, but it seems to me that testing agencies are
now ;7, a new era, It's an era that calls upon agencies such as Lducational
Testing Service to rethink ik mission; to consider becoming, in name and
self, concept, Educational Testing and,45srsnrni Servicu; to move beyond
he development of selection tests to the development of measures of real

attainment and to think not only about how to develop products but how
to provide services to campuses and states struggling with issues beyond
their comprehension.

Accrediting agencies face an even more challenging set of questions.
Everywhere I twit whether to presidents, state officials, or the research
communityI find a growing soli iment for a major overhaul. But this is
a topic for another day.

A Common Agenda

I want to turn to one final theme. Besides facing up to the deeper issues,
we need to find a common agenda. The campuses can't do it right acting
simply on their own. Yet outside agencies can't be expected to invest
resources in new developmental programs unless campuses and states
clarify what the priorities are.

All of higher education doesn't have to be interested in assessment in
order to entice some big players into the game. But those who are
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interested do h,tve to work totwilwr to define some CCIII('CtIVC needs, So,
we Worn II? the quandry of what -- beyond H11111111= standards- is
Unportant to ;mess,

This is no lune to lake Ihi., lid fully off this box, but I do want to
sonw parting comnwnts about the direction we should ll point our
compasses,

First, which way is north? Much of the conversation about rmdergraib
irate reform in the past few years has looked inward and back, to the
golden era of the loos. If only we could return to the days of yesteryear
when students arrived with high SAT scores; when they were socially
concerned and enrolling in liberal arts courses; when the curriculum was
eoherent; when faculty salaries were high, and 50 on, The baselines for
studies by Astin, Bowen, and many others are rooted in that era. We see
ourselves as having fallen from that high estate.

Whatever one's view of those times, the reality is that they are gone,
and the conditions that made it possible will never return. North is not
inward and backward, but Outward and forward. We need to derive our
expectations for what students should learn from the requirements of the
fur ure.

Second, it's a future in which the requirements for specialization, for
knowledge in depth, will intensify, We should take it (or granted that onr
students will need to pursue more and more specialized subjects.

The challenge here, for teaching, testing, and assessment, is to move
along the path outlined in I S. Ellot's "Choruses from 'The Rock-:
"Where is the knowledge lost in information? Where is the wisdom lost
in knowledge?" The only way I know to help students deal with spreading
complexity and accelerating change is to help them grasp more and more
of the underlying pattern of things.

Students who rushed into computer science in the last 10 years are
going to wish, in another 10, that they had gotten a better grounding in
basic mathematics, In a world of change, only what's fundamental
endures. And there's nothing more fundamental than a high-powered
theory.

worry, therefore, that higher standards and more testing might simply
add to the already heavy pressures for that easiest of matters to test,
subject-matter coverage. As Charles Muscatine has remarked, for many
students, "taking a course is like trying to get a sip of water from a fire
hose Students are deluged with information. I've never met a faculty
member who didn't believe that most of what he or she knew was
indispensable knowledge for everyone.
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'Ve riced, thei, assess our students
for

erpline
their grasp of on y tlw most fundaiiwnial and key concepts. Less is

better than more, Knowkdge is bet ler than Information, Understanding
is better than knowledge.

'Ihird, most all of us would agree that our students should mote
than simply specialiod knowledge, We're very unclear about what the
stuff of this remaining agenda is.

I think we are on the verge of a new construct, A new way In conceive
and think about the breadth requirements of undergraduate education.
The old construct was a construct of general and liberal knowledge. It was
based on the Renaissance ideal of a person in touch wills all tlw basic fkkls
of knowledge. It made great sense at the turn of the century. It makes little
sense today.

The new construct is not built around a commitment that a given body
of knowledge is essential. Rather, it is built around the view that certain
abilities, attitudes, and perhaps even certain social skills are essential to
effective performance in a wide variety oi roles, These can be acquired in
the course of both specialized and general studies.

Given this view, I very much hope that the assessment movemLnt can
steer around the sterile debate over general and liberal knowledge. Some
can-e-:nso, may want to follow Secretary Bennett's old-time rdigkm and
return to a classic curriculum. Others may follow a different path. Our
view should be, as Senator Howard Baker used to say, 1 ain't got no dog
in that fighr

Whatever the context for subject.matter knowledge, we all should be
able to agree on the higlwr.order abilities that are required in a society of
spreading complexity and accelerating change. This is the first and
foremost agenda for collective action. It's what the thoughtful elements
of the general public most expect college graduates to have. It's what the
original promise of the assessment tradition is all about,

Suppose, for instance, that several consortiums of institutions got
together and committed themselves to the objective of turning out
graduates who could communicate what they know effectively. This
would build upon the acknowledged importance of writing and the
writing-across-the-curriculum movement, but take it to a new and more
complex ability level, It would include the intellectual acts of synthesizing
information, as well as the sensitivities and techniques of writing, listen=
ing, and speaking.

Faculties within the participating institutions, in many disciplines,
ould pledge to teach and assess their students for this ability, Students
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taking coursework would be asked to drnio:i;lr,ite what they know, not
only on paperand-pencil tests, am of imly in writing, but lso by
communicating their ideas in variom siwi,d situations, I1 or other
agencies could prepare guides for itow to design these situations, I 10 W to
train assessors, and what to look for.

final point. Let's rerneirilwr that while ab lilies like comm
uff .ertivel y are a ifoalih agenda for the near ItitLue, 0111 lo nngden nmo
agenda includes otlwr characteristics as well,

As I look to the future, everything I see suggests that four clusters of
characteristics are becoming ever more important;

The first is captured by words like initiative, persistence drive, and
risk-kaking:
The second, by words like flexibility, resourcefulnes; opemwss to
change;

Thc third, by words like character, integrity, and responsibility toward
others;
rhe fourth, by words like leadership and effectiveness in working with
thers,

A- look to the environments from which our students are c
everything I see suggests that families and other institutions that teed to
foster these characteristics have weakened, while other institutions that
erode these characterbties, like the mass media, have grown in strength
and influence.

So, the big question lying ahead is, what role will colleges and
universities play in this? Arc we going to drift along passively with the
dominant culture and simply offer students an assembly line of courses?
Or are we going to muster the internal convictions and public support to
play a counterweight role in American life, to develop educational
processes that are empowering, educational environments that affirm
important values, and thus turn out lents who will create the kind of
society we want to live in7

When we pass out grades and tests, we make decisions about these
deeper values. We now distribute grades and scores as if students were in
a contest with each other, a contest in wh:ch many compete but few are
victors. Yet we increasingly serve students who don't need to lose
more races: they need to be showered with praise for things really
mastered. And the world they will enter requires not only competition
but cooperation.

Why do we hold our students accountable for individual performance
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